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International Dance Festival again a success Editorial: Study Group partnership promising

Annual event fills Collins Center for the Arts
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UMS on the right track with enhancing its international student footprint
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Men’s hockey drops heartbreaker

Boston University beats Black Bears
with 3 seconds left in overtime
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Beta marks 20 years of sleepouts UMS to
Annual philanthropical event has raised over $125,000 for local charities; over $6,000 this year
By Derrick Rossignol
News Editor

For the 20th annual Beta
Theta Pi Sleepout, which began
Friday, Feb. 15, at the fraternity’s house, the Beta brothers set
a lofty goal: raise $10,000 for
Rape Response Services, their
philanthropy based in Bangor.
The Sleepout consisted of an
all-night party, from 6 p.m. to
6 a.m., that featured a bonfire,
food and drinks, a performance
by the University of Maine vocal
group Renaissance and speeches by a representative of Rape
Response Services and Dean of
Students Dr. Robert Dana.
“Last year, we raised over
$7,000,” said Sergio Afonso, a
third-year animal science student and public relations chairman for Beta Theta Pi. “We’re
trying to reach [$10,000], which
is a little steep on our part, but
the way we stand right now, we
could make it.
“If we could do that, we’d be
one of the few [Greek organizations] on this campus that would
have been able to do that, raise
$10,000 on a single event for a
cause,” he added.
“I haven’t had time to do
an official count yet but by the
end of the night, we definitely
reached more than [$6,000]!
We still have more donations
coming and [are] hoping to get
another [$2,000] in the upcoming weeks,” Alfonso wrote in an
email after the event.
‘That makes us very, very
proud’
At around 9:30 p.m., Dana
stood on the house’s front porch
and spoke about the Sleepout,
emphasizing its importance to
the community and the fact that
it has given “over $125,000” to
Rape Response Services over
20 years.
“Nonprofits that are out there
taking care of the common person, the people on the street,
the people who need help every single day, they can’t do it

By Jesse Scardina
Editor In Chief

regular basis — businesses she
has a strong-standing relationship with usually don’t give her
concern.
However, there are times
when even the familiar companies need a bit of investigating.
For instance, Marquez came
across a job posting from a local
and trusted company, but something caught her attention as a
possible scam. She noticed that
the position was being offered
as a Federal Work-Study opportunity, but work study is only
offered on campus and to nonprofit organizations. Marquez
recognized a red flag, knowing
that the employer was not a
nonprofit organization, and contacted the employer directly to
confirm the job posting, which

In an attempt to increase the
University of Maine’s international appeal the University of
Maine System is currently negotiating a partnership with Study
Group USA Higher Education
LLC, an international organization that recruits college students looking for educational
opportunities.
“In spring of 2012, the [UMS]
board of trustees began the process by which they were looking
at the concept with finding an
international partner for the purpose of recruiting international
students,” said UMaine Vice
President for Administration and
Finance Janet Waldron.
UMS sent out a public request
for proposals before deciding to
contract with Study Group, a
program that works with over
40 colleges around the world
and 200 education counselors
who work in over 30 recruitment
offices.
“Study Group works with
education partners to help attract
the highest calibre [sic] students
from around the world,” its
website reads. “We broaden the
reach of our partner institutions,
provide the highest quality preparation and help to secure the
very best outcomes for students
and our partners.”
The UMS cost remains to
be determined through negotiations, but the money will come
directly from tuition dollars the
UMS receives from these international students. The figure
will be a negotiated percentage
of just the tuition costs, as all
room-and-board and student fees
outside of tuition will belong to
the campus involved.
“This was a combination of
reaching out in a larger way to
a global arena, but also to the
benefit of the campus community, certainly both on the diversity side as well as the financial
side,” Waldron said.
When working with collegiate partners, Study Group sets
up international study centers
that help aid the incoming students’ transition into American
lifestyle. Core classes are taught
there and English support programs are offered as well. Both
UMaine and the University of
Southern Maine are expected
to participate: a study center is
expected at UMaine by the 2013
fall semester, and another is expected at USM by the spring semester of 2014.
“We’re running tight here,
because students are making decisions now as to where they’re
going, so we’re late in the market for the fall semester,” Waldron said.
UMaine and Study Group
have set an opening goal of
getting 50 students to attend
UMaine this fall, according to
Waldron.

See Job Scam on A3

See Int’l Students on A4

Sergio Afonso • Staff Photographer

All the brothers, accompained by Brianna, a respresentative of Bangor Rape Response Services, and Dean Robert Dana pose outside the
Beta house during Beta’s 20th Annual Sleep Out Friday Night.

by the money they get from the
state or from the federal government,” Dana said. “Every single
nonprofit, every one of these
important groups, depends on
donations, and for University
of Maine students, year after
year after year, to stand up and
say, ‘We stand against rape and
every form of violence against
women and other human beings,’ that makes us very, very
proud.”
Brianna Bryant, community outreach educator for Rape
Response Services, described
several ways they work and
highlighted how important the
Sleepout is to the organization.
“This is our largest fundraiser,” Bryant said. “We have
an annual auction that the guys
here support tremendously and
have a lot of fun at and we really enjoy. But again, this is

our biggest fundraiser. And the
work that [Beta] does benefits
so many people.”
Aside from donations from
local businesses, a raffle — featuring gift cards headphones
and more — is another way the
event raises money.
“More than 75 businesses in
the area […] give us business
cards and other prizes for us to
give out in our raffle,” Afonso
said. “We have a canoe we’re
raffling off, which is our biggest
prize. We have headphones to
raffle off. There’s a whole bunch
of stuff. Between gift cards and
our item things, we have about
40 or 45 prizes.”
‘You hear too often about
sexual assault’
According to their website,
the objective of Rape Response
Services is “to offer hope, sup-

port, and advocacy to victims
and people affected by sexual
assault and stalking, to provide
education about sexual violence
and to promote prevention.”
Serving Penobscot and Piscataquis Counties, the organization offers a variety of services,
including a confidential support
line, an online helpline, support
groups and school-based education.
The brothers of Beta Theta
Pi realize the importance of the
money they raise to help fund
these services.
“I think it’s important because you hear too often about
sexual assault in different areas,
not only in the state, but elsewhere,” said Holden Parker, a
second-year mathematics student and Beta Theta Pi brother.
“I think that what we’re doing
is really great for the cause, just

to reach out and raise awareness
for sexual assault.”
‘We’re Greeks, all together’
Part of what has made the
event successful enough to run
for 20 years is the enthusiasm it
receives from the UMaine community, especially other Greek
organizations.
“In the beginning, when we
were setting up for this and picking dates and stuff, we invited
all the […] Greek organizations
on campus, and we’ve gotten a
whole bunch of donations from
them,” Afonso said. “The back
of our shirts have donors and
stuff, and I think there’s seven
of them that are Greek organizations, which I think is fantastic
— that we can come together,
donate to each other and help
See Beta Sleepout on A3

Another job scam posted on
UMaine’s Career Center website
By Lauren Reeves
Asst. News Editor

On Feb. 12, an email was sent
out to students through the Announcements and Alerts folder
through FirstClass, warning students about job scams and how
not to be tricked.
Cathy Marquez, the assistant
director of employee relations
for the Career Center, sent the
email announcement, with the
intent to warn students and better prepare them for their job
searches.
Marquez does not want to
scare students away from a
great opportunity, but job scams
do exist. She recommends applicants research the companies
before applying; being informed
is the best thing you can do.
Marquez also urges students to

increase
int’l.
students

use the Career Center for help to decide whether or not it’s a bona such as a startup company that
determine whether you are ap- fide employer,” Marquez said.
may not have name recognition
plying to a genuine employer,
“We can’t know everything or depth to its website.
emphasizing that the Career about employers,” Marquez
When Marquez receives
Center acts like a line of defense said.
job postings from unfamiliar
for students.
employers, she
“I’m only huproceeds cauman,” Marquez adtiously to make
mitted, suggesting
sure there are
that job scams may “We can’t know everything about employers.” no scams. She
still get by her.
makes
calls
Marquez works
and visits their
Cathy Marquez
behind the scenes
website — anyAssistant
Director
of
Employee
Relations thing to ensure
on
CareerLink
Career Center that the posting
— UMaine’s online resource for
is real. By takjobs and internships
ing these steps,
— to provide job
she can quickly
opportunities
for
realize who is
students. When an employer is
Whether an employer can a trusted employer, even when
looking to hire University of post a listing onto the UMaine dealing with a startup company.
Maine students, they are able to CareerLink is determined by
Marquez is familiar with a
contact Marquez who then goes research. Marquez has to take number of local and national
through a screening process. “I exceptions into consideration, businesses that post jobs on a
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Class study to focus on
Orono as college town
By Jesse Scardina
Editor In Cheif

It’s no secret that the lack of
connection between the University of Maine and the surrounding
town of Orono is unique.
Geographical issues are partly
to blame — a river does cut directly through both entrances
to UMaine — but surrounding
development may have diminished some of the partnership the
university and downtown Orono
once had.
While a number of projects are
already underway between Orono
and local businesses, a collaborative effort between several Orono
town officials and a UMaine preceptor has developed. Rob Glover, jointly appointed to the political science department the Honors
College, and his policy studies
class are working to find organic
ways to build a better connection
between town and campus. The
study is called “Building a Better Orono Together: Cultivating
Organic Community Connection
with University and Orono Stakeholders.”
“In general we’re trying to
get a cross section of community
and university perceptions of the
downtown area and what they like
and don’t like about it,” Glover
said. “Faculty, staff, students and
we’re trying to bring in residents
to answer the focus and the questions. It’s been a process of handling logistics and making the
connections. I’ve tried to make it
as student driven as possible.”
Glover and his students are
currently working to collect data
via a survey, concerning what
Orono can add to make it more
appealing for the university’s recruitment. The survey has been
distributed to students, faculty and
town residents.
“[Orono] really wants to focus
on not necessarily what the town
and university can do together to
make it more of a college town,
but what the town can do in those
areas to make it a better college
town, so that Orono is an asset
that the university can advertise
for students to come,” said fourthyear political science student Alexandria Jesiolowski.
The survey has only been operating for a couple of weeks, but
Glover said the turnout has been
good and informational, and several findings have been a little surprising, thus far.

“It’s been interesting, so far.
There’s a pretty positive sense,
in terms of community,” Glover
said. “Even with the students
— they’re not exactly dismissive,
but very few people are going to
stay here.
“I think one big thing [the
town] has been focusing on is
how can they create economic opportunities [for students] and cultural opportunities so that people
can think about Orono as a place
to live after they graduate,” he
added.
In trying to help with that,
Glover and a number of the students intend to conduct focus
groups with faculty members, students and business owners to get
a feel for what it would take for
graduating students to invest in
the Orono community.

“In general we’re
trying to get a
cross section of
community and
university
perceptions of the
downtown area and
what they like and
don’t like about it.”
Rob Glover
Preceptor
Political science and
Honors College
“I’m interested in hearing
from the business owners because
I think a lot of the relationships
students have with downtown is
the bar scene, and you look downtown and it really reflects that,”
said third-year sociology student
Shannon Brenner. “It’s interesting
to look at the physical makeup of
downtown and what [business]
opportunities can survive.”
While additional business development is a point of emphasis
for the town of Orono, it’s not the
study’s main purpose. What Glover hopes the survey will provide
organic ways to help connect the
UMaine community with its surrounding town community.
“It’s not so much what new,
shiny business can go downtown,
but do the people of Orono feel
welcomed at the University,”
Glover said. “On both sides, you
do see a divide with the people

who are just residents and don’t
work with the university. To the
extent that there is a divide, people
are trying to bridge it.”
But the sociological divide
between UMaine residents and
non-UMaine residents is only one
of the problems. Another isn’t as
easily solved, as geographical
structures aid to the separation.
“The physical separation is a
huge part of it,” Glover said. “At
[the University of New Hampshire], you have the college and
Durham embedded into each
other. Literally there’s a river you
have to cross to get to our downtown.”
One UMaine-Orono partnership that helped resolve that issue was the addition of the Black
Bear Express, the joint-cost public
transportation system that brings
students from downtown Orono
to UMaine and vice versa.
“The shuttle has helped some,
but we’re looking at ways, despite
that physical separation, we can
organically make connections between the people of the university
and people of the community,”
Brenner said.
As it is, the downtown area is
still frequented consistently by
UMaine community members,
but it isn’t sufficient as a one-stop
shopping destination for its surrounding residents.
“I think people value the
‘walkability’ of downtown,”
Glover said. “I’ve heard a lot of
people say, ‘What’s here is a good
start.’”
With a finite number of options
in downtown Orono, residents
sometimes need to head elsewhere to obtain essential goods.
If the downtown area were to increase its offerings, Glover and
his students believe it could go a
long way.
“I think external development
has been an issue, and I think
Orono’s best chance is to capitalize on the fact it’s a college town
and looking at ways we can make
it special,” Brenner said.
While the data gathering stage
is still in process — Glover said
there had been about 370 replies
as of Feb. 15 — he is pleased that
the conversation is progressing,
though he admits he wasn’t nearly
the first one to instigate it.
“I’ve only been here a couple
years, but I get the sense that the
relationship between the university and the community has been
a long discussion.”

University of Maine Briefs
Non-profit
track seminar

M

career

Soon-to-be graduates
and underclassmen gogetters who are interested
in non-profit work have
an opportunity to learn
more about the field in
a non-profit career track
seminar on Tuesday,
Feb. 19 from 2-3:30 p.m.
in the Coe Room in the
Memorial Union.
It’ll give interested
students the chance to
learn about opportunites
and career paths in the
non-profit sector and will
include special guests:
Mike Tipping, communications director at Maine
People’s Alliance; Garrett Martin, executvie
director at Maine Center
of Economic Policyl Ian
Yaffe, exectuive director
at Mano en Mano and
Tracy Cooley, a nonprofit consultant at T.
Cooley & Associates.
The event is cosponsored by the departments
of political science, sociology, women in the curriculum/women’s studies
and the Honors College.
Incidents of Travel
in Latin America: An
Archaeologist’s Images
On Feb. 20 in the
Bodwell Area of the Collins Center for the Arts,
Dean and Associate Provost for Graduate Studies
and archaeologist Dan
Sandweiss will showcase

some of his collection
from his 30-plus years of
archaeological projects
in Latin America.
Sandweiss has traveled to Guatemala, Honduras, Cuba, Peru and
Chile annually since
1977. The showcase begins at 4 p.m.
‘Augusta to Orono’
series to showcase part
2
Augusta to Orono Series Part 2 is scheduled
for Wednesday, Feb. 20
at 7 p.m. in Minsky Hall
and will feature Senator
Emily Cain and Representative of Orono Ryan
Tipping-Spitz.
Vagina Monologues
scheduled for end of
week
The annual showing
of The Vagina Monologues is scheduled for
Thursday and Friday,
Feb. 21 and 22 at 7:30 in
Neville 101.
Tickets are $6 for students and $8 for non-students.
All proceeds will
benefit Rape Response
Services, Spruve Run,
Mabel Wadsworth Women’s Health Center and
V-Day.

Potato study looks to
end plight of blight
Research conducted to prevent dreaded root disease
By Eric Berard

For The Maine Campus
Potato breeding developments being researched by
graduate students in the Department of Plant and Soil Sciences look to save the future of
Maine’s iconic crop.
Graduate student Kristen
Michelle Brown is working
with two potato varieties from
the University of Maine breeding program that will hopefully one day hold a late blightresistant gene. This could help
potato farmers save money, as
late blight is a potato disease
that spoils the crop.
“Late blight is a big problem
in Aroostook County because
the climate is so fantastic,”
Brown said. “The only way
you can treat it is by pouring
fungicides onto your plants.
“There are genes in a number of potato varieties which
are late blight-resistant genes.
The idea is that if you can get
those genes into your potato
varieties then you don’t have
to use as much fungicide,”
Brown said.
Brown’s research is a reproduction of a 1977 experiment
by researcher William Fry,
who sought to develop a way
to reduce the amount of fungicide used on potatoes. The
fungicide used in the experiment and by potato farmers in
northern climates today works
to combat late blight pressure
in potatoes.
“What [Fry] found was that
when these potatoes have resistance genes, they don’t need
as much fungicide,” Brown
said.
Brown’s research is partially funded by the Maine

Potato Board. She presented
this information to the 28th annual Maine Potato Conference
earlier this year. She thinks of
her role as providing more information to farmers, with the
farmers making the final decision.
“When people are looking
for potatoes, it has to meet market specs. It’s not uncommon
for a [potato] variety to take
15 to 20 years before a breeding program produces a variety
that’s commercially available.
That’s a lot of time, a lot of
money and a lot of space. You
have to plant for many years,”
Brown said.
“Potatoes are very sensitive
to the environment: Their size
is largely based on weather.
What we may see are varieties
that are better suited for New
York may be better suited for
southern Maine,” Brown said.
Brown opined that New
England states, including Vermont, New Hampshire and
Maine, are going to benefit
from warmer temperatures.
“In terms of the growing
season, plants love carbon dioxide,” Brown said. “It will really be interesting to see what
happens in the next 15 to 20
years in terms of climate.”
According to Brown, the research potatoes are not genetically modified; they are created in a traditional breeding
process. The breeding program
at UMaine doesn’t have the
resources for genetic modification. The processes involved in
traditional breeding resemble
characteristics of genetic modification, according to Brown.
Brown believes the world can
benefit from responsible genetic modification in food,

especially with global climate
change in the forecast.
“When you’re talking about
breeding a plant or crop that
takes 15 to 20 years to get a
[commercial] variety, you’re
breeding for what you’re facing today,” Brown said.“It’s
not necessarily what you’ll be
facing in 20 years.
“There’s a lot that genetic
modification can do to help
us for what’s coming,” Brown
said. “I’m for responsible genetic modification. It’s difficult
for me to say genetic modification is bad when you’ve got
climate change coming in one
direction. You’ve got the pressures of trying to feed people,
and this is a living for a lot
of people. I’m not saying go
ahead and modify everything;
I’m just saying there’s a lot to
balance. If you’re facing something as catastrophic as global
climate change, I think that genetic modification is a tool that
can be really useful.”
According to Brown, potatoes are a staple crop for much
of the world. The impact of
using less fungicide may help
much of the world
“I’ve read articles where if
you can get late blight-resistant
potatoes to farmers in some
countries in Africa. That’s the
difference between a subsistence living and a real living.
If they can’t afford all of the
chemicals or can’t afford the
education to teach them how
to apply them properly, you get
them these varieties, and they
can grow enough to feed their
family. I don’t see how that’s
a bad thing,” Brown said. “If
we can get that to them faster,
I think that’s the humane thing
to do.”

Idle No Moore: Building
Multi-Ethnic and
Multi-Generational
Networks of Women
Dominique Scarlett
Multimedia Editor

On Wednesday, Feb. 13, the
Women’s Studies program hosted
“Idle No More: Building MultiEthnic and Multi-Generational
Networks of Women,” the third
in a series of their Women in Curriculum, or WIC spring lunch lectures, in the Bangor Room of the
Memorial Union.
Sherri Mitchell, the director of
the Land Peace Foundation, and
Maria Girouard, assistant coordinator for student development
at the University of Maine’s Wabanaki Center, presented the lecture, which focused on the “Idle
No More” movement, recent
controversial Canadian legislation
and the need for supportive allies
within the movement.
“Idle No More” is a grassroots
movement that protests legislative
abuses to the rights of aboriginal
and indigenous people in Canada,
which consist of First Nations,
Metis and Inuit people.
“We have reached a nexus point
where Indigenous land rights, environmental justice and human
survival all collide,” Mitchell said
during the presentation. “It is here,
at this point of collision, that we
have the opportunity to facilitate
real change as the various collectives — like we’re seeing around
this room — of effective parties
are thrown together in a literal
fight for human survival.”
The movement was formed
in late 2012 by a group of female
activists who organized a series of
“teach-ins,” a form of non-violent
protest where participants engage
in free discussion about a controversial topic, to protest the induction of Canada’s C-45 bill.
The activists believe the controversial bill weakens environmental protection laws — particularly those that protect navigable
waterways, many of which surrounded land that belongs to the
First Nations.
“We have one planet. The
type of destruction that we are

facing respects no boundaries, it
knows no division,” Mitchell said.
“Therefore, if we hope to survive,
we must eliminate all divisions
between us. We must be allies and
work collectively to stop these
archaic practices of domination
in the greed-driven industry that
is threatening our planet and destroying all life.”
Mitchell argued that several
policy measures, led by Canadian
Prime Minister Stephen Harper,
violate the rights of the indigenous
and aboriginal people of Canada.
“[Harper’s] goal is to completely get rid of all people that
identify as indigenous or aboriginal in Canada so that nobody has

“If we hope to
survive, we must
eliminate all
divisions
between us.”
Sherri Mitchell
Director
Land Peace Foundation

that status, because there are certain protections that are afforded
under the law as a result of that
status,” Mitchell said.
She spoke of the implementation of a three-tier policy strategy
that, through several proposed and
passed policy measures, negotiates with First Nations to sign new
agreements that terminate their
status as First Nations, eliminate
funding and remove all funding
for legal consultation.
She spoke of the steps that
everyone could take to become
involved in the environmental,
indigenous and aboriginal rights
movements.
“Educate yourself about the
issues, attend informational ses-

sions, do the research, talk to
people, seek advice from the
group for which you’re being an
ally [and] listen to their critique
of what you’re doing,” Mitchell
said.
Girouard spoke of the need
for a close, protective relationship
with the environment and its connection to the movement.
“What has evolved out of this
‘Idle No More’ movement is an
opportunity to identify our common ground,” Girouard said.
“When you take time to do that,
we realize that what we have in
common is the ground — it’s the
water, it’s the air.”
Girouard stressed the need for
individuals to keep themselves
informed about Native American,
indigenous and aboriginal issues
within the U.S. and around the
world.
During the short Q-and-A session, a member of the audience
addressed those in attendance,
saying, “Just think about the cost
of doing nothing.”
The WIC/WST program aims
to bring attention to the contributions, perspectives, values and
needs of women in the curriculum, while encouraging a nurturing academic environment at
UMaine.
The lunch series programs are
free and all are welcome to attend.
Several more lunch series
programs are scheduled for the
spring semester. The next lecture
in the series is scheduled for Feb.
20, when adjunct professor of
history and women’s studies Jennie Woodard will present “The
Masculine Mystique: Elizabeth
Hanes and Fashion’s Gendered
Discourse.”
For more information about
the lunch series lectures, or to
view the full spring 2013 schedule
of events, visit umaine.edu/womensstudies. To learn more about
the “Idle No More” movement,
or to find out how to become an
active ally within the movement,
visit idlenomore.ca.
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Beta Sleepout
from A1

each other out.
“If you look around, I can tell
you there’s a Delta Zeta here, a
Pi Phi over there and a Delta Phi
over here, [and] I saw some INK
guys earlier,” he added.
Afonso believes that cooperation between Greek organizations is “vital” to their existence
on campus.
“I think, in my opinion, that
Greeks have a good chunk of
people on campus and we make
our presence known,” he said.
“We have our spats on the court
or some other things, but when
it comes down to it, we all have
the same values and we all are
here to better ourselves and to
better our community. [When
we are] showing up at other
people’s events and supporting
them and showing them that
we’re Greeks, all together, it’s
superb.”
The event also saw participation from non-Greeks, like from
people leaving the UMaine
Men’s Hockey game against
Boston University that night.

A3

“When the game is over,
people walk by and they see our
[fire], and they stop by and ask,
‘What’s happening?’” Afonso
said.
“There’s a huge influx of
people, usually when the game
is over, then basically, people
stay until about midnight,”
he continued, adding that, by
around 2:30 a.m., most of the
remaining attendees are either
Beta Theta Pi brothers or their
girlfriends.
‘We’re hopeful’
Although Beta Theta Pi ended the night a few thousand dollars short of their $10,000 goal,
fundraising didn’t end when the
bonfire went out.
“Businesses are still talking
and sending in money. We don’t
officially give our check out to
Bangor Rape Response Services
until the spring, when we have
our formal banquet, and that’s
when we’ll have our final total,”
Afonso said.
“We’re hopeful that we can
[reach our goal], but even if
we get over $7,000 and do better than we did last year, we’re
happy,” he concluded.

Sergio Afonso • Staff Photographer
(Top): Brandon Ryder adds a pallet to the fire at Beta Theta Pi’s 20th Annual Sleep Out Friday night, an event benefitting the Rape Responses of Bangor.				
(Left): Brothers call out numbers during the raffle drawings; prizes included gift cards ranging from $10-$100, headphones and a canoe.
(Right): At midnight, Brother Matthew Labonte surprsed his girlfriend Devon Daigle, by pinning her in front of all the attendees at the 20th Annual Beta Sleep Out Friday night.

Job Scam
from A1

they quickly denied.
“People should put their resumes out there but be cautious
about responding,” Marquez
said.
She urges students to check
in with staff at the Career Center to double check job postings
that may sound too good to be
true.
Marquez suggests that students find information more
than what is just on the Internet.
A few ways to verify an employer is to make calls, ask to

meet in person, search for company reviews and find out what
other people are saying about
the company.
Students can also use search
engines to look up the employer’s phone number or email address to check if it matches, if
not, that is a red flag.
“Job scamming happens intensively close to graduation
because they know students are
on the hunt for jobs,” Marquez
said.
For this reason, Marquez
stresses it is important for students to know what kind of
scams to look out for, proceeding with caution.

Marquez recalled certain
buzzwords and red flags
should be of
concern to students:
- The employer asks you to cash an unexpectedly large check. Marquez comments that
this is a common scam, and that check will end
up bouncing.
- You are asked to call and leave a message
with the employer because they are too busy
to take your calls. According to Marquez, this
could be a way for a job scammer to store your
phone number to solicit calls.
- The employer asks you for your identification numbers and bank account information.
Marquez comments that this is something
done in a Human Resources office after being
hired. The only exception is federal jobs where
the government will ask for such information to
determine your true identity.
- The employer email domain is a Hotmail,
Gmail, or Yahoo! and not a company email address. According to Marquez, students should
be aware this can be a red flag; however, this
company could be a startup, so it is best to research beforehand.
- A company offers you generous pay that
seems too good to be true. Marquez suggests
it usually is.
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Former Miss Teen Maine talks
Skate park
about struggles with Marfan’s designs mulled
In a case of mistaken identity, Teen Maine Michelle Smith lectures to BIO 350
over at meeting
By Liam Nee
Staff Reporter

Upon beginning her tenure at
the University of Maine just over
a year ago, assistant professor for
the School of Biology and Ecology and member of the Maine
Center for Research in Science,
Technology, Engineering and
Mathematics Education Michelle
Smith, Ph.D., began receiving
misconstrued emails from people
looking for someone who shared
her exact name. According to
Smith, this sort of occurrence was
to be expected, with such a generically common last name.
Out of pure curiosity, Dr.
Smith Googled “Michelle Smith,
Maine” and found results for
Maine’s 2008 pageant winner of
Miss Teen International. After further investigation of her namesake,
Dr. Smith realized the woman had
an incredible story, one that was
considerably related to genetics
— Dr. Smith’s field of expertise at
UMaine — and contacted her in
the hope that she could serve as a
guest speaker.
On Feb. 14, the potential benefits from this spontaneous connection were successfully fulfilled
when Michelle Smith and her
mother, Blue Smith, spoke to Dr.
Smith’s BIO 350 genetics class.
Michelle Smith was diagnosed with Marfan syndrome
in 2003, at the age of 10. From
that point, on, Smith was told she
could no longer play sports. She
has since developed other disabilities, including scoliosis and
kyphosis, that are directly related
to Marfan’s, but she has also been
a strong, contributing member for
the National Marfan Foundation,
a primary resource for education
and research surrounding Marfan
syndrome.
According to NMF, Marfan
syndrome is a disorder of the connective tissue, affecting various
parts of the body, including the
heart, blood vessels, bones, joints,
eyes, lungs and skin. One in 5,000
people have Marfan syndrome.
Typical signs of Marfan’s include
a tall, thin stature with low muscle
tone and unusually long extremity
length along with spine and chest
bone curvature, and flat feet.
Smith talked about her initial
reaction to the diagnosis in a NMF
webisode from last year:
“To actually have an answer to
what was wrong with me… that
was a sigh of relief,” Smith said.
“I’d go down the tunnel slide
on the playground, come out and
be passed out. Then wake up
with all the teachers surrounding
me and try to figure out what’s
wrong.”
In just about 75 percent of cases, Marfan syndrome is inherited
genetically through the parent via
autosomal dominance. In Smith’s
case, the syndrome was passed on
through spontaneous mutation,
which accounts for just over 1/4
of those affected — her family
was not documented to have had
any history with the disease prior
to her birth.
Smith’s specific diagnosis cites
three different parts of her connective tissue: the two majors are
eyes and skeletal, and her minor is
heart.
Despite many potential set-

backs, Smith has been nothing
less than impressive with her
achievements. She was named
NMF’s youngest Silver Service
Award recipient in 2006 and won
both Key Club International’s
Distinguished Service Award and
NMF’s Kid With A Heart Award
in 2007.
Then in 2008, after taking
a year off from beauty pageant
competition, Smith beat out six
other girls to win Maine’s Miss
Teen International.
Smith’s compelling story led
her to being interviewed on Fox
News, meeting country music artist Carrie Underwood and being
afforded many other extraordinary opportunities.
According to Smith, she feels
like she’s been one of the lucky
ones.

for school nurses and other public
medical specialists to look for its
often unnoticeable symptoms.
Smith’s message, the lack of
diagnosis can be fatal. Jonathan
Larson, composer and writer for
“RENT” — Broadway’s ninthlongest-running show of all-time
— brought lots of attention to the
seriousness of the syndrome after
his death, in 1996. Although undiagnosed, the Pulitzer Prize winner
is believed to have suffered aortic
dissection — a result of complications with Marfan syndrome the
morning of his show’s opening
night at Off-Broadway in New
York City.
Smith says those with Marfan
syndrome are at a 250 percent
greater risk of suffering aortic dissection than the general population. Even today, half of all aortic

“When so many can put themselves into
the shoes of their gay and lesbian
neighbors ... then the future is bright.”
Mary Bonauto
Gay and Lesbian Advocates and Defenders

characteristics, and recent studies
from researchers across the globe.
Dr. Smith says the best part
about the lecture was the Q-and-A
with students: Smith’s mom, Blue
Smith, was able to add a special
perspective on many questions
having to do with life and family
interaction.
“I am grateful to [Dr. Smith]
and her genetics class for giving
me the opportunity to speak with
them, on Valentine’s Day during
[National Marfan Awareness and
Have Heart month], about the
disorder I and many, many others live with,” Smith said. “They
were truly interested, asked insightful questions and treated me
with utmost respect.”
Smith says speaking to students her age was, in some ways,
intimidating.
“I read from my notes a bit too
much, in fear that I would get a
fact wrong or forget something,”
Smith said. “I do better when I
speak extemporaneously.”
Zoe Kreitzer, a fourth-year
student, said Smith’s lecture was
“eye-opening.”
“I’ve looked into midwifery
as a career, and to understand the
ramifications that genetic variations can have on new life and
families responsible for it … it’s
profound,” Kreitzer said.
“[Smith]’s positivity and openness about her condition is a welcome sight. Marfan’s has a strong,
well-spoken ambassador in her.”
Smith is a native of Scarborough and is expecting to earn her
associate’s degree in business administration with an entrepreneurship focus this May from Southern Maine Community College
in South Portland. Smith plans to
pursue a career in clothing design,
hoping to one day open up her
very own clothing store.
To find out more about Marfan syndrome, recent research
and related disorders, visit NMF’s
website at Marfan.org.
To learn about more recent
happenings and upcoming events
within the School of Biology and
Ecology, visit sbe.umaine.edu.

“I have good days and bad dissections are discovered too late,
days, just like everyone else, but I at the autopsy table.
“I was misdiagnosed, or under
haven’t faced the multiple surgeries that many of my friends have,” diagnosed, for five years,” Smith
Smith said. “Some of these friends said. “It doesn’t have to be that
way. If you learn to recognize the
I lost to Marfan’s.
“I feel honored to be able to traits and symptoms of Marfans,
raise awareness. If I can make one you can save a life: fact.”
Notwithstanding her sincere
little girl feel better about herself
… if I can show them how to em- devotion to NMF and everything
brace their differences rather than surrounding Marfan syndrome
be ashamed of them … that is awareness, Smith is not hesitant
to deny any inclination this syngreat day … I’ve done my job.”
In a letter of recommenda- drome defines her life.
“Marfan syndrome does not
tion written for Smith by NMF’s
fundraising chair Heather Floyd, define me,” Smith says. “It is simSmith’s connection with the pag- ply nothing more than a geneticaleant community, an audience con- ly influenced trait much like my
nection precedingly untapped, is brown hair or hazel eyes. I choose
to live with Marfan’s, not for it.”
highlighted.
In her lecture to Dr. Smith’s
“Despite the sometimes difficult and painful nature of [Marfan class, Smith touched on what
syndrome], [Smith] is thriving Marfan’s is, how to recognize it,
and paving the way for others to the syndrome’s most common
follow. She
is, indeed,
living successfully
with Marfan
syndrome,”
Floyd wrote.
Perhaps
Smith’s
greatest accomplishment
in
working
with
the
NMF was
her Hands
Saving Heart
campaign in
2008, which
sought
to
help people
recognize
the common
physical
characteristics of those
affected
by the syndrome. In
this
camJesse Scardina • Editor in Chief
paign, Smith
p r o v i d e d Former Miss Teen Maine Michelle Smith talks to professor Michelle Smith’s BIO 350
easy ways class Thursday afternoon.

Eric Berard

For The Maine Campus
On Feb. 14, passionate
members of Student Quest for
Underground Athletic Development and the Black Bear
Skate Park Association hosted
their second meeting of the
2013 spring semester at the
New Balance Student Recreation Center. Both organizations are working together to
gain support and construct a
$120,000 skate park on campus
at the University of Maine.
“What do [we] want in a
skate park?” asked the vice
president of SQUAD, AJ Olsen. “Right now, we’re just
trying to get designs on the
table.”
The main objective of this
meeting was design. Many suggested their favorite features of
other skate parks, and a few
even brought in pictures for
ideas. But design suggestions
of quickly produced agreement
in logistics, as one student
showed small concrete features
of a skate park in Connecticut.
“Basically, the park is composed of a lot of small features that you can hit in many
different ways,” a member of
SQUAD said. “I think it’s more
progressive to have small features.”
Many members listed off
skating features such as mini
ramps, rails, ledges and bowls
at the meeting. Skateboarding did not monopolize park
design either. Bikes became a
major part of the discussion,
especially after dirt jump schematics were passed around.
Even longboarding did not go
unnoticed.
“Having a plan for [an] extended multiuse park is really
key,” Olsen said.
When question was raised
over who may be designing the
skate park, Olsen offered a solution.
“Civil engineering students
who are looking for capstone
ideas could come in and use
the ideas that we generate today and just plan it out.”

Int’l Students
from A1

“Then what we’re intending
is it will increase over the time
period,” Waldron said. “Study
Group has said that they will try
to get 300 to this campus annually.”
After starting out with a
smaller goal, USM will be aiming to add 100 international students annually.
The percentage of the tuition
dollars UMS pays for Study
Group will in turn help fund the
two international study centers
that will be on the UMaine and
USM campus.
“The study centers create a
support environment that also
has associated with it some delivery of course material,” Waldron said.
The revenue UMS hopes to
obtain, according to Waldron,
will then be used to “strengthen
the core academic programs and
broaden the array of programs.”
While specifics as to how
they’ll be improved aren’t available, Waldron said that the addition of Study Group at other
U.S. universities has been productive.
“It’s been demonstrated elsewhere at other universities that
have instituted this,” Waldron
said. In the U.S., Study Group
is working with the University
of Vermont, Long Island University, Widener University,
Roosevelt University and James
Madison University. Study
Group also has higher education

Among the attendees was
faculty member of the mathematics department Paul Van
Steenberghe.
“I have at least three engineering professors on board to
give their students these choices for their capstone projects,”
Steenberghe said.
Will Manion, Thomas C.
Sandford and Scott Dunning
are the three professors Steenberghe referred to. Dunning
is the director of engineering
technology.
Plans for an on-campus
skate park changed after the
Class of 2013 withdrew its
involvement, due to lack of
funds. The Class of 2013 originally intended to construct the
skate park as their class gift.
Josh Kaffer, president of
BBSA, inspired confidence
that funding a skate park for
the community is not going to
be a problem.
“Right now, Old Town has
almost $38,000 that was given
through a community block
grant back in 2006,” Kaffer
said. “It was allocated towards
a skate park, and they’ve [since]
been sitting on it. Orono has
close to $12,000 that was raised
by individuals back in 1998 —
mostly [by] high school kids
— for a skate park.”
Kaffer felt very confident
that a skate park would help
the community prosper.
“It’s about bringing the
community together,” he said.
“We’re dealing with three separate communities in dire need
of recreation.”
Kaffer and BBSA are still
working with community leaders and say Old Town will
agree to fund $38,000 if Orono
agrees to match that same
amount. Currently, BBSA is
working to raise the additional
$26,000 Orono needs to match
Old Town.
On Saturday, Feb. 23, the
BBSA will host a skate park
benefit concert, featuring several local bands, at the Keith
Anderson Community center
in Orono. The concert is scheduled to begin at 6 p.m.
partnerships with universities
in Australia, Canada, Ireland,
Netherlands, New Zealand and
the United Kingdom.
“This is a different model
than going out and hiring a recruiting firm that all they do is
find students and refer them
to you,” Waldron said. “What
Study Group does is they identify students, and then they
provide the full support to the
students to ensure that they’re
successful. It’s a comprehensive
support network.”
Waldron also said that the involvement of Study Group will
not mean the elimination of other ways the university recruits
international students.
“This complements our existing programs on campus,” Waldron said.
While the majority of international recruits are expected to
be undergraduates, there will be
a number of students entering
a pre-masters program to help
increase his or her English proficiency.
Further down the line, UMS
and Study Group could open up
discussions on UMaine students
having more opportunities to
study abroad with the help of
Study Group, but Waldron admitted those conversations are
far down the pipeline.
“I think it’s a great opportunity for our Maine students to start
tapping into this global network
and the partnerships that they
have,” she said. “We haven’t
[fully] developed that part of the
program yet, but down the road
it’s something we want to work
on.”

Correction
In the Feb. 11 issue of The Maine Campus, a letter to the
editor stated that the change of 2 degrees Celsius was equal to
35.6 degrees Fahrenheit. It should have read 3.6 degrees
Fahrenheit.
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Red Cross holds blood drive in Rec

Joshua Quinit • The Maine Campus

Nick Sterling, a 4th year student who majors in Athletic Training, donates blood on Thursday at the New Balance Rec Center.

THE MAINE CAMPUS
is currently
accepting
applications for
positions opening
for the 2013-2014
school year.
The Maine Campus will
be hiring:

Sports Editor
Sports Writers
All interested send resume to
Joseph Sturzl on FirstClass.

News Editor
Assistant News Editor
News Writers
All interested send resume to
Jesse Scardina and Derrick Rossignol
on FirstClass.

Opinion columnists
All interested send resume to
Kristina King on FirstClass

Copy Editors
All interested send resume to
Kaylie Reese on FirstClass
Most positions are paid. Any majors and
concentrations are welcomed.

Police
Beat
The best from
UMaine’s finest

Derrick Rossignol
New Editor

Let there be light
The University of Maine
Police Department received
a report of burglary at the
Oceanographic
Operations
building at 2:45 p.m. Feb. 10.
Staff in the building noticed
a large rock and broken glass
on the floor near a window
on the southwest side of the
building. Three solar powered
lights used in weather buoys
were recovered at the scene,
but four were not found. The
lights are valued at $550
each.
There are currently no suspects. Anybody with information about the burglary is
asked to call UMPD at 207581-4040 or submit an anonymous report using Campus

Eyes at umaine.edu/police/campus-eyes.
Three’s a crowd, 11’s a
party
A UMPD officer reported
an alcohol offense on the second floor of Cumberland Hall
at 8:39 p.m. Feb. 9. An officer
on foot patrol heard loud noise
and yelling coming from a
room on the second floor. The
officer made contact with the
occupants, who admitted to
consuming alcohol. The officer confiscated 15 cans of
beer, as well as containers of
wine, vodka, tequila and Jagermeister.
Michael Geissler and Matthew Soucy, both 18, were
charged with furnishing liquor
to a minor. Tyler Lacadie, 19;
Nicholas Bickford, 18; Alyssa Benjamin, 18; Lyndsay
Weese, 18; Derek Conners,

19; Karissa Keating,
18; Kimberly Gordon,
18; Meghan Fitzgerald,
19; and Shannon Fitzpatrick, 18, were charged with
illegal possession of alcohol
by a minor.
Four score and seven
beers ago
UMPD received a report of
an alcohol offense on the first
floor of Androscoggin Hall at
9:17 p.m. Feb. 8. Officers responded to a room on the first
floor of Androscoggin Hall
and made contact with the occupants. Cassandra Allard, 18;
Jeffrey Switucha, 18; Zachary
Boucher, 18; and Alexander
Huber, 20, admitted to having
drank rum. Containers of beer
and vodka were found in the
room. The four students were
summonsed for illegal possession of alcohol by a minor.

Stash your stash
UMPD received a report of
a drug offense on the fourth
floor of Cumberland Hall at
8:03 p.m. Feb. 9. Officers
were dispatched and detected
a strong odor of marijuana
coming from a specific room.
Officers made contact with the
occupant, Haley Baxter, 19,
and were let into the room. A
bag containing marijuana was
in plain view on a desk in the
room. Baxter was summonsed
for illegal possession of a usable amount of marijuana.
Shoes blues
UMPD received a report
of theft at the New Balance
Student Recreation Center
at 6:20 p.m. Feb. 12. A pair
of black and white, size 10.5
men’s Nike sneakers were
taken from the men’s locker
room. The shoes are valued
at $60. There are currently no
suspects.
Elevator down
UMPD received a report of
students trapped in an elevator
in Gannett Hall at 11:07 p.m.
Feb. 13. The Orono Fire Department responded and extracted ten students from the
elevator. The students were
referred to Judicial Affairs for
overloading an elevator.
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Study Group, UMaine
partnership has the
chance to fill a need

H

opefully the University of Maine System’s new
partnership with international student recruitment
organization Study Group USA Higher Education
LLC will be a proactive move, firstly to promote the
university as one that embraces and indeed actively
seeks international student enrollment, and secondly to actually enrich and broaden the cultural diversity, noticeably lacking across
both campus and statewide communities. It could also potentially
generate some ever-needed cash flow — provided its proceeds are
put to proper use.
The recruitment dimension of this new partnership serves as a
gesture to any interested international students that UMaine and the
University of Southern Maine are interested to enroll, in addition to
reaching out particularly to high-caliber students who want to continue in their field of study while advancing their English language
proficiency.
If the program is successful, a welcome result of this influx of
international students, will be Maine students’ increased exposure
to and awareness of other cultural traditions and practices. It is a
brilliant opportunity that provides students the platform to become
active participants in the international community, with education
as the adhesive, binding together a more diverse population than
our regional placement has historically afforded us.
The cost of this program is yet to be determined by UMS. However, UMS intends to balance the total from the recruited students’
tuition, which will hopefully yield a transparent account of the profits generated by the partnership with Study Group. This of course
begs questions as to the application of these tuition dollars, and to
what end? UMS administrators have suggested the revenue generated will be used to “strengthen the core academic programs” and
“broaden the array of programs” at the university. This seems a
highly supportable and endorsable notion, if only it were a little
more specific. In the meantime, however, some of the fees UMS
will be liable to pay for the program will be used to provide study
centers intended to enhance the experience for international students — this would inarguably be a worthwhile expenditure.
This certainly would appear to have several benefits in the immediate future, even a notable few that aren’t part of the initial calculus behind the decision to partner with Study Group — one possibility is that UMaine students could one day utilize their services
in the same way. All that remains to be seen is whether everything
goes according to plan, which is intended to begin at the fall 2013
semester.
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Rec Center, intramurals are key
components to college lifestyle
Dodge Tucker
The great state of Maine is
Obviously working out is ticipate in the intramural sports year, like triathlons, cross-counknown for having friendly peo- a great way to promote physi- that are offered through Cam- try ski races, swim meets and
ple who are laid back and will- cal health, but many people pus Recreation. For nearly ev- bench-press competitions.
ing to help a neighbor out. The don’t understand how benefi- ery sport you can imagine, there
Not motivated to work out
state’s biggest and strongest as- cial working out can be for your is an intramural or club league, by yourself, and not into sports
set is the people who live here, mind as well. Sometimes, in the with men’s, women’s and co-ed but want to get some sort of exand I believe the University of dead of winter, you can experi- leagues, as well as Greek and ercise? That’s not a problem:
Maine reflects a similar apFitness classes are offered
peal. Smart, hard-working
daily, and most of them
and friendly people envelop
are free! Taught by certithe university, and this is exfied personal trainers, there
perienced on a daily basis.
really is something for evBut what are the next stron- There is a positive energy that you experience when you eryone at the Recreation
gest and most important asenter — one that motivates and builds self-confidence Center.
sets to the university? That’s
So get off your butt and
easy, the New Balance Stuhave some fun this winter,
dent Recreation Center and
despite all of the snow. If
the intramural sports proyou are interested in any
gram.
programs or have any quesNot only is the New Baltions, you can look on the
ance Recreation Center a spec- ence the commonly called “win- independent leagues.
Campus Recreation website.
tacular building, but people ter blues.” Exercising, even a
Intramurals here at UMaine, Photos, video and schedules
are playing basketball, lifting few times a week, can help im- I feel, are under-advertised. The for intramurals can be found on
weights, running on the tread- prove your mood, motivation word needs to be spread because the intramurals Facebook page,
mill or doing any of the mil- and overall self-esteem.
of how fun and competitive they UMaine Intramural Sports.
lion things that the gym offers.
For some, working out is bor- really are. All of the sports and
There is a positive energy that ing and monotonous. Well there leagues are well organized,
you experience when you enter is a solution to that, and it’s and the games are officiated by
Dodge Tucker is a second— one that motivates and builds called intramural sports. Every trained referees. Special events year finance and accounting
self-confidence.
year, hundreds of students par- are offered throughout the the student.
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Civilization’s advances
Advancement of social
should include protection issues key to our generation
The recent “meteor scare”
wasn’t all that scary, but it did
bring attention to the Armageddon-esque potential of a fiery
apocalypse via asteroid. Is it
something that is likely to happen? Probably not. But imagine,
if you will, the day it becomes
apparent
that
your life will
be rudely interrupted by a huge,
flaming
space
rock. Would you
not, at that time,
anticipate
and
expect, even, to
be saved by an
elaborate plan,
put in place and
executed by a
trained team of
NASA professionals?
At the very
least, I’d like to
know that, as an “advanced”
civilization, we’d have some
method to protect us from a
disaster of this sort. Space is a
very interesting thing that yields
discoveries and potential dangers, like killer meteors. So why
does NASA’s budget get smaller
and smaller every year?
NASA’s budget is 1/2 a percent of the entire U.S. budget.
The last time their budget was
that low was 1960 — nine years

before the first moon landing.
So what, you say; it’s 2013, and
we must not need to discover
much more, anyway. Untrue.
What we don’t know far outweighs what we do. Wouldn’t
it be fantastic to find out more
about the Big Bang or extrater-

them?
Sure, budget cuts need to
happen — that is a valid point.
However, since when has it
been financially prudent to trim
the cheapest programs? NASA’s
budget was around $17 billion
in 2012. The military’s budget
was over $700
billion.
Cutting funds from
NASA is like
I’d like to know
breaking your
that, as an ‘advanced’
hand and cutting off a toe to
civilization, we’d
stop the pain. I
have some method
see no issue with
budget cuts as
to protect us from a
a whole — cerdisaster of this sort.
tainly, we’d like
to trim our debt.
But why cut
from where it
Jeri Cosgrove
counts?
A
strong
space program
restrial life forms? When we cut could literally lead us to the
NASA’s budget, we cut knowl- greatest discoveries in the hisedge and discovery. Science is, tory of mankind. Even if you
undoubtedly, the one real con- aren’t motivated by the potenstant in this universe. Whether tial advancements to science,
you choose to acknowledge it or think about your future. If ever
not, the Big Bang occurred, and a world-ending asteroid comes
evolution is a real thing. Our gunning for you, don’t you want
world came from something in NASA on your side?
the depths of space. Evidence
and facts are literally sitting in
Jeri Cosgrove is a third-year
that cold vacuum, waiting to English student with a concenbe discovered. So why not find tration in creative writing.

Democrats should stop playing
blame game with the deficit
With the budget sequestration looming over March, the
Democrats have had a busy
week, trying to publicly shame
Republicans for allowing the
supposedly draconian budget
cuts to go into effect while simultaneously distancing themselves from the policy. The
problem, though is that the policy is a complete and total sham.
The automatic spending
cuts, scheduled to go into effect
at the beginning of next month,
came to be with the passage of
the Budget Control Act. On August 2, 2011, President Barack
Obama signed the act into order, to avoid the
debt ceiling crisis. In return for a
$900 billion debt
ceiling increase,
$915 billion dollars would be cut
from the federal
budget, between
2012 and 2021.
The specific cuts
were to be determined by a socalled Congressional
“budget
supercommittee.”
If the committee
failed to come to
an agreement within a predetermined time frame — which
it did — automatic cuts would
be triggered: half from defense
spending and half from non-defense spending.
The trigger was proposed
by Obama’s Chief of Staff Jack
Lew, who has since been nominated for Treasury secretary, and
Deputy Chief of Staff Rob Nabors as a way to coerce Republicans into voting for Democratic
tax increases and spending policy. The idea was that the GOP
would never allow the defense
budget to be cut so drastically
— $51 billion in the first year
alone — but when Republicans
refused to be baited, the Democratic blame game began.
In truth, the idea originated

in Obama’s White House, was
introduced into the Senate by
Democrat Tom Harkin and was
eventually signed into law by
Obama. From start to finish,
Democrats are totally responsible for the sequester. However, because it’s unpopular, it
will result in job loss, and it is
dangerous from a defense standpoint, Democrats don’t want to
be held accountable.
Enter the current narrative:
Democrats have already taken
action to cut the budget, and
the obstructionist Republicans,
wishing to protect Wall Street
fat cats and special interests,

really doesn’t create long-term
cuts; it decreases and increases
in growth in future spending.
Projected deficits continue to
rise in future.
Of the immediate reductions
in military spending, the danger
is the political nature of the sequester, which creates arbitrary
lines to cut, rather than curb
waste and mismanagement in
the defense budget. At the same
time, the long-term risks to the
economy’s stability — unfunded
and bankrupt welfare programs
— remain unreformed.
Meanwhile, as a result of
cuts, many defense contractors
may
lose
their
jobs
and the majority, if not
all, of fedWhen Republicans
eral workers will be
refused to be baited,
furloughed
the Democratic blame
— forced to
take days off
game began.
without pay.
This will be
detrimental
to the anemic
economy.
Katherine Revello
No wonder Obama
and his croaren’t interested in further ac- nies don’t want to be associated
with the sequestration: It creates
tion.
The Democratic leadership, a short-term crisis without dealnamely Harry Reid, is claiming ing with the long-term one. But
the party has already cut $2.5 by placing blame on Republitrillion from non-defense spend- cans, Democrats only make the
ing, and further cuts would be situation worse. The only way
dangerous for the anemic recov- to avoid the government shutery. Instead, they argue taxes down, which many conservashould be raised again, to close tives ideologically support, is
across-the-aisle emergency legloopholes.
But these cuts are also mythi- islation. Ostracizing Republical. The $2.5 trillion number in- cans is certainly not going to facludes estimated revenue from cilitate this, and it’s in Obama’s
the recent tax hikes, reduced best interest to work with his
interest payments and future opponents — the entire fiasco
caps on spending from project- falls squarely on his shoulders.
ed budgets through 2022, which
were outlined through the same
Katherine Revello is a seclegislation that created the sequester. In reality, they’ve taken ond-year journalism and politino action. And the sequester cal science student.

Love us? Hate us?

Write us.

Letters to the editor should be 300 words, concise and clearly written. If applicable, include
your academic year. Send all submissions to opinion@mainecampus.com. Submissions
may be edited for length, clarity and style. Anonymous letters will not be published.
Opinion pieces should be roughly 650 words and clearly written. Include your name, year and major.
Submissions should be in .doc format. Send all opinion pieces to opinion@mainecampus.com.

Recognation of same-sex marriage in military a big step
Two years after finishing my
commitment to the military, I am
proud to say that I have served.
The recent change in policy
that the U.S. military has made,
to recognize same-sex marriage, is a breakthrough in our
country’s battle for equal rights.
The stance the military is taking will, in my eyes, bring about
the movement for marriage rights for all citizens nationwide. It will
cause each of us to look
inside ourselves and
realize that this right is
not only deserved, it is
given.
A movement as
great as this is possible
for our time. Generations before us couldn’t
imagine an African
American
president,
let alone the possibility for a man to marry
another man. Yet in our
time, society has elected Barack
Obama for not just one but two
presidential terms.
Nationwide, we need to grow
together, with equal rights for
all, to deal with the more serious struggles our country faces.
The rights of individuals should
be second nature now. The need
for us to come together as a nation is more important today
than any other time in the past
decade. Our generation is the
key to coming together.
With that said, this article is
more a “thank you” than anything. The idea that I could marry the person I love and be able
to have the rights I’ve fought

still be accepted by society. We
could grow from a nation of bigots with a moral agenda to a nation that is concerned, not about
big business but ourselves, the
citizens.
With that said, this is our
chance. Our generation can see
between the lines. The black and
white of the generations before
us needs
to
be
smeared
g r e y .
I propose we
Let’s get
reschedule school and
out there
work calendars to
and be a
new soinclude holidays that
ciety of
celebrate awe-inspiring
people
that can
earthly phenomena.
live together in
a world
of equals.
Antonio Addessi
Y o u
may not
well-being and, if anything like homosexuals or people othshould happen to you, the abil- er than yourself, but being acity to make decisions on your cepting of each other is the first
behalf. Now imagine yourself step. So homosexuality isn’t
as a person in a same-sex rela- you, that’s great! You are unique
tionship. You love your partner, and deserve to be. To come tocare for them and may even gether as a new generation, or as
have children with them. This a society, and change the world
type of relationship has not been would be something that other
recognized until this week, yet people dream of. We could do
it is a mirror image of the emo- what no society has done before
tions felt by any straight couple, and that is to change history beseparated by the call of duty.
fore it has time to write itself.
I agree with some that the importance of marriage is not seen
in the eyes of most Americans
Antonio Addessi is a thirdtoday, but that could change year psychology student with a
with the thought that you can minor in Marxism and socialmarry anyone you wish and ism.

for is priceless. Imagine being
a military member: The deployment bells are calling you
off to the desert, mountains or
ocean, and service could require
months or nearly a year away
from your loved ones.
If you are in a heterosexual
marriage, your spouse has access to the knowledge of your

Meteor shows NASA’s
importance in man’s survival
No one ever wants to be
Chicken Little.
For decades, scientists have
been screening the void on the
lookout for innocent foreign objects from far away lands, able
to maintain constant speed in a
realm with no friction. People
laugh at the idea of taking such
a precaution.
These peculiar masses are
called asteroid, meteors when
they enter Earth’s atmosphere
and meteorites when we’re unlucky enough for them to make
impact on Earth’s surface.
NASA estimates that less
than 10 percent of our biggest dangers in asteroids have
been discovered,
mainly because
the U.S. agency
lacks the tools to
accurately and
appropriately
detect these serious threats.
This argument
was fortified last
week, as we saw
cosmic realities
strike home for
those living in
San Francisco
and Siberia. The
big one — a suspected asteroid the
size of a football field called
Asteroid 2012 DA14 — missed
Earth by an incredible 17,150
miles on Friday, but NASA had
been monitoring the rock for
quite some time.
Ironically, around the same
time, an unexpected meteor,
one-quarter the size of DA14,
exploded over the city of Chelyabinsk in Siberia, after entering
Earth’s atmosphere at 40,000
miles per hour. Its nuclear characteristics momentarily shined
brighter than the sun, injuring
thousands and causing millions
of dollars in damage.
Should countries fund their

space programs more in order to prepare for, predict and
prevent these potentially catastrophic events from occurring?
The simple answer is no.
There are plenty of other
imperative, desperate issues
that need our focus, instead.
For some on the left, it may be
cherishing our beautiful wilderness — the same wilderness
that could be gone in the blink
of an eye from a mile-wide radius piece of space rock. On
the right, balancing a budget
and reclaiming a sense of work
ethic means absolutely nothing
to a space rock.
Then again, the current U.S.

bust, astronomical regiment in
NASA, humanity is not relinquished but salvaged heroically
by astronauts who are sent to
destroy an apocalyptic asteroid before it makes its way to
Earth.
Just like our nation’s debt,
it’s hard to get behind something that’s numbingly difficult
to tackle. Also, similar to the
tragedy of the commons, no
government wants to sacrifice
its indispensable resources for
the benefit of the entire planet.
This issue, however, makes all
debt and environmental issues
superficial. It’s highly unpredictable, awfully unwarranted
and nothing
anyone ever
wants to talk
about — but
it’s real.
Just like our nation’s
As technoldebt, it’s hard to get
ogy continues
to
advance
behind something
exponentially
that’s numbingly
faster, we must
consider ways
difficult to tackle.
we can protect
ourselves from
the final frontier. Most of
Logan Nee
the time we’re
oblivious to
what’s going on
Air Force doesn’t stand a like- outside our atmosphere. Unly chance against a 143,000- fortunately, space doesn’t forton asteroid, hurtling towards get how menial we are on the
Earth’s surface. There will be whole spectrum of things.
“Civil” war among the natwo options when this event occurs in the future, because we tions of the Earth may evenall have an inclination there’s a tually be our demise, but
good chance it eventually will. wouldn’t it be upsetting to be
Option 1: “Seeking a Friend wiped out because we weren’t
for the End of the World” paying enough attention to our
(2012) ending. The mere idea globally common enemy?
That’s why I hope we pick
of attempting to save humanity
is virtually thrown out the door, Option 2.
replaced with helpless comforting and reflection.
Logan Nee is a third-year
Option 2: “The Armageddon” (1998) ending. In a time economics and political sciwhen America holds a ro- ence student.
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Weather

Across
1- Ear-related;
5- Stately aquatic
bird;
9- Syrian president;
14- Actress Bonet;
15- Colombian city;
16- Flight of steps;
17- Banned apple
spray;
18- Particularly;
20- Former British
coin;
22- Andean tuber;
23- Capone’s nemesis;
24- Cameo shape;
26- Children’s author Blyton;
28- Handel bars;
32- Silly;
36- Pronoun for a
ship;
37- Laughing;
39- Bert’s buddy;
40- Masked critter;
42- Pungent bulb;
44- Lady of Spain;
45- Invalidate;

47- Segment of the
body of an arthropod;
49- Thrice, in prescriptions;
50- Free from danger;
52- Continental inhabitant;
54- Miller offering;
56- Hook’s helper;
57- Go out with;
60- Suffix with
glob;
62- Ready to go;
66- Deprived of reason;
69- In ___ land;
70- Laziness;
71- Voting-pattern
predictor;
72- Always;
73- Bee stuff;
74- Catch a view of;
75- Golf pegs, northern English river;
Down
1- Minnesota’s St.

___ College;
2- Work the soil;
3- Golfer Aoki;
4- Orange root
plant;
5- Synopsis;
6- Has been;
7- Iams alternative;
8- Bridget Fonda, to
Jane;
9- Faulkner’s “___
Lay Dying”;
10- Norm;
11- Garage event;
12- Has a bug;
13- Prohibitionists;
19- Tins;
21- Actor Novello;
25- Climbing vine;
27- Vanilla ___,
American rap star;
28Academy
award;
29- Geneva’s river;
30- Ages;
31- In readiness;
33- Govt. security;
34- Fungal infection;

35- Hanker;
38Doughnutshaped surface;
41- Form a sac for
DNA;
43- Usually;
46- Him, to Henri;
48- Christmas song;
51-Decorative case;
53- Air rifle projectile;
55- Run away with
a lover;
57- Course;
58- He sang about
Alice;
59- 1982 Disney
film;
61- Slaughter of
baseball;
63- Rescue;
64- Gen. Robert
___;
65- Sailors;
67- Biblical possessive;
68- High mountain,
as found in central
Europe;

Word
Scramble

Word Search

Unscramble these words that mean the same
as tiny

SNOW
SQUALL		
STORM
SUNNY
TEMPERATURE
THERMOMETER
THUNDER
TORNADO
TSUNAMI
TYPHOON
VISIBILITY
WINDY

Word search courtesy of puzzles.ca

FREEZE
FROST
HAIL
HOT
HUMIDITY
HURRICANE		
ICE
LIGHTNING
MIST
MONSOON
OVERCAST
RAIN
SHOWER
SLEET

Answer key in sports

http://www.oothpastefordinner.com

Dinosaur Comics

Sudoku Puzzle
• Each row must have
numbers 1 - 9 in any order
but each digit can only
appear once.
• Each column must have
numbers 1 - 9 in any order
but each digit can only
appear once.
• Each 3x3 box must have
numbers 1 - 9 in any order
but each digit can only
appear once.
There is only one
correct answer.
Difficulty level: Easy

2. ETIPTE
3. NUMETI
4. GLITHS
5. SMOETD
6. VATRILI
7. TURIMINEA

Word Scramble courtesy of Word-game-world.com

Find and circle all of the transportation words that are hidden in
the grid. The remaining letters will reveal an additional method of
transportation.

1. LLAMS

8. TILETL
9. SMOOPCICICR
10. SMEINIULC

Sudoku puzzles provided by sudoku.name. Used with permission.

Answers: 1. small, 2. petite, 3. minute, 4. slight, 5. modest, 6.
trivial, 7. miniature, 8. little, 9. microscopic, 10. miniscule

BAROMETER
BLIZZARD
CELSIUS
CLOUDS
COLD
CYCLONE
DOWNPOUR
DRIZZLE
DROUGHT
FAHRENHEIT		
FLOOD
FLURRIES
FOG
FORECAST

Crossword Puzzle

By Drew

Toothpaste for Dinner

Crossword puzzles provided by BestCrosswords.com. Used with permission.

Diversions
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Album Review:
Jim James

TV Review:
‘Archer’

‘Regions of Light and Sound of God’

Animated spy comedy only gets better as seasons roll on

My Morning Jacket frontman’s latest an iffy solo effort
By Stephen Lemont
For The Maine Campus

If the name Jim James
does not ring a bell, perhaps
the name My Morning Jacket
does.
James serves as frontman and lead vocalist for the
Grammy-nominated, southern indie rockers. Their style
ranges from psychedelic to
alt-country and nearly everything in between. Their signature sound is a direct result
of an unheard of amount of
reverb that is often layered
on top of James’ vocals. My
Morning Jacket released their
1999 debut album, “The Tennessee Fire,” and has since
rose to prominence, releasing
five more studio albums, three
live albums, four compilation albums, 10 EPs and a live
DVD.
Previously, James has
worked on a number of projects outside of MMJ, including indie supergroup Monsters of Folk, contributions
to a Woody Guthrie tribute
album and a guest appearance
on Booker T. Jones’s Grammy
award-winning “The Road
From Memphis.” After the
passing of George Harrison
in 2009, James released an
acoustic EP tribute album under the moniker Yim Yames.
On his solo debut, James
expands his quirky ways and
innovative sound, electing to
incorporate a myriad of textual elements and sounds. The
reverb is ever present, and
James’ self-harmonizing background vocals blend wonderfully on “Actress.”
To promote the release
of his new album, James appeared on “Late Night with
Jimmy Fallon,” performing
“A New Life” with the aid of
“Late Night” house band The
Roots. Drummer Questlove
tweeted after the inspiring
performance that it was the
“most beautiful song I ever
played on ‘Late Night.’” The
song itself starts with a lone,
echo-laden vocal from James
and a quiet acoustic guitar ac-

Floyd County Productions

By Jesse Scardina
Editor in Chief

ATO
companiment paired with a
muted tapping percussion.
At the one-and-a-half minute mark, the tempo picks
up; bit by bit, more elements
are folded into the mix. Everything from xylophone to
a strings and horns section is
added, changing the tone from
somber to celebratory. The
saxophone fill is very reminiscent of the late Clarence
Clemons of Bruce Springsteen’s E Street Band.
The next track on the album, a short instrumental
called “Exploding,” is nothing like the name would suggest. Instead, it is soothing
like a lullaby and bears a resemblance to the solo work
of fellow My Morning Jacket
musician Carl Broemel’s “All
Birds Say” album.
“Regions” dismisses the altcountry tendencies of MMJ in
favor of other types of sounds,
including funk and soul. The
album starts off strong, with
arguably the two best songs
of the lot: “State of The Art
(A.E.I.O.U.)” and “Know Til
Know.” The lyrics are very
introspective, as is the entire
album. This is not necessar-

ily an album you are going to
play for a large party; but for
those moments spent alone,
the introspective musings of
this album can yield highly
satisfying results.
The album is not God-like,
as the name might suggest,
and it has its flaws. The final
two tracks are underwhelming
— the last being particularly
unlistenable. The lyrical content of “God’s Love to Deliver” makes reference to Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr. While
this is admirable, the song is
frankly unworthy of such an
association. James put forth
a great effort in delivering
something vastly different
from his usual work with My
Morning Jacket, but it seems
he ran out of steam just before
the finish line.
Most of the album is enjoyable, but it may take a few
listens to grow on you, due to
its uniqueness and nonconformity to any particular sound
or genre.

Grade: B-

It is surreal that “Archer” is
already a month into its fourth
season on FX. I still remember
stumbling upon the first episode in 2009, skeptical at first,
but continuing to laugh harder
and harder as the episode, and
eventually the series, continued.
The spy cartoon revolves
around a secret agency called
ISIS. The show’s namesake
is a perfect cocktail of James
Bond and the cockiest kid
you knew in high school. The
show has established legitimacy as it enters its fourth season
with an ever-expanding cast of
guest stars — the often-mentioned Burt Reynolds even
guest starred as, well, Burt
Reynolds. I still find myself
pining to anyone and everyone
I know that they should watch
it. Every episode.
And just a quick tangent,
while it may seem like a member of this paper bought stock
in FX, I will now list a number
of FX shows that I would rather look at a blank TV screen
than watch: “Anger Management,” “Brand X” with Russell Brand, “Legit,” “Terriers”
and “Totally Biased with W.
Kamau Bell.”
“Archer’s” popularity is

no longer in question, but the
show has developed the difficult task of taking on more
storylines and characters without getting convoluted, confusing or inconsistent. In this
season’s third episode, a character that had been seen just
once in Season 1 was given
a brief 5-second cameo, as if
creator Adam Reed was saying
to his audience, “Don’t worry,
I didn’t forget about him.”
H. Jon Benjamin, who voices Archer, has only grown in
popularity since the show’s
debut, thanks in part to the
show’s success and also to
a lead role on Fox’s “Bob’s
Burgers,” which took me a
while to get into — the main
characters share the exact
same voice.
Archer’s brilliance was affecting my ability to watch
other cartoons.
While Benjamin has benefitted from the success, the
most famous regular will always be Jessica Walter, who
voices Archer’s mother and
head of ISIS, Malory Archer.
For any “Arrested Development” fans, Malory’s character is more or less the cartoon
embodiment of Lucille Bluth;
instead of a construction company, the Archer family runs a
spy agency.
The show’s main attraction

was and continues to be the ambiguity of when it takes place.
Between the style, the sociology and the political landscape,
it screams 1970s Cold War,
but the pop-culture references
are all present day. One of the
show’s best lines from Season
1 was when accountant Cyril
Figgis was training to become
a secret agent and asked Archer excitedly if he gets to
learn Karate. Archer laughs it
off. “The Dane Cook of martial arts? No.” Season 4’s latest episode had a shout-out to
everyone’s favorite astrophysicist Neil Degrasse Tyson.
While it continues to bend
time with its pop-culture references, the show has started
to develop its own inside storylines that fervent followers
tend to grasp a hold of, as it
separates him or her from the
casual observer. If you haven’t
followed Archer from the
start, then you’ll have no idea
why he hates cyborgs. Or why
after Ron Cadillac told Archer
about sewer alligators, Archer
couldn’t defecate for weeks.
Archer is already through
three seasons, but I hope
there’s not a near end in sight.
Thankfully, the odds seem in
my favor: Any character they
kill off, they can just bring
back as a cyborg.
Much to Archer’s dismay.

Fan of Cinema?
Enjoy going to the movies?
Want to get paid for it?
A background in
writing is preferred
but not required.
Send a résumé
and cover letter to
Jesse Scardina and
Derrick Rossignol
on FirstClass

If you enjoy going
to the theaters and
critiquing the latest
film, come join The
Maine Campus as
a movie reviewer
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Liberal education theme
of latest Marxist lecture
of what would eventually become his famous “I Have A
Dream” speech. Gross also described his interactions with a
Marxist professor as formative,
as he found himself increasingly drawn to the Marxist social
critique.
After finishing his own education, Gross took a position
at Winona State University
in Minnesota, where he frequently used his classroom as
a platform to criticize the Vietnam War. His self-described
radicalism eventually led to his
firing, after which he moved to
Oklahoma to continue teaching.

as Babington Macaulay, who
published “Minute in Indian
Education” in 1835, saying,
“a single shelf of a good EuThe Socialist and Marxist
ropean library was worth the
Studies Series hosted its third
whole native literature of India
lecture of the spring semester
and Arabia.” This closed attion Thursday, Feb. 14, with a
tude persists today, Gross said,
presentation by Interim Dean
though perhaps not as overtly
of the Honors College David
as it did in the past.
Gross, titled “Honors EducaGross said that “time temtion, Liberal Education and
pered [his] radicalism.” He
Social Justice.” Roughly 25
began to observe a progressive
people attended the lecture,
influence that resulted from
which was held in the Bangor
students studying the so-called
Room of the Memorial Union.
liberal canon. He began to
The lecture was sponsored
see students developing more
by the Maine Peace Action
egalitarian ideals through his
Committee, the Division of
courses. In 1990, he developed
Student Affairs and the Cola lecture in support
lege of Liberal
of liberal educaArts and Sci“If radical change does not come
tion,
“Thinking
ences. PhilosoHard About Things
phy professor
soon, perhaps liberal education
That Matter,” that
Doug
Allen
can at least help us as we wait.”
he continues to deintroduced Proliver to the Univerfessor Gross.
Dean Gross sity of Maine HonGross, who
Interim Dean, Honors College ors College.
retired to his
“If
radical
hometown
of
change does not
Orono after a
Although he accepted his come soon, perhaps liberal
career as an English professor
at the University of Oklahoma, role as a teacher, Gross ac- education can at least help us
now serves as interim dean of knowledged a deep uneasi- as we wait,” Gross said, conthe Honors College. He told ness with what he perceived cluding the lecture, cautioning
his audience that he had been as a contradiction between that true education must exthinking about the topic of his his teaching of the established tend beyond the perimeters of
presentation for about 50 years. Western canon and his belief traditional Western literature
Gross described his struggle that many elements of western to create positive change, but
with the concept of a tradi- culture — particularly capital- acknowledged.
The next lecture in the Sotional, liberal education and its ism — were morally reprehencialist Marxist Studies Seperceived emphasis on capital- sible.
According to Gross, the ries will be presented by Paul
ist values over the course of
his career, beginning with his self-celebration of the West- Grosswiler, chair of the Departown time as an undergraduate, ern canon creates elitism and a ment of Communications and
when he felt alienated by the lack of empathy for subjugated Journalism, titled, “Defending
classes. He described how the Thought We Hate: The Social
higher education system.
This feeling changed, he traditional liberal canon was Value of Offensive Ideas.” The
said, when he attended two first assembled in 1835 for lecture is scheduled to be held
talks delivered by Martin Lu- the education of Indian colo- in the Bangor Room at 12:30
ther King Jr. — early versions nials. Gross referred to Thom- p.m. on Feb. 21.

By Ethan Trembley
For The Maine Campus

Sergio Afonso • Staff Photographer

(Top): Students representing the different parts of Africa dance during the 9th annual International
Dance Festival Saturday afternoon in the Collins Center for the Arts.
(Above): International students perform a traditional dance representing the People’s Republic of
China Saturday afternoon at the Collins Center for the Arts.

Dance

from A12
were to benefit Literacy Volunteers of Bangor.
“[Dancing] is like a language,”
said Jie Chen, a graduate entomology student and native of China.
“The stories told in the dance are
my favorite part.”
Chen participated in two performances: The first was a traditional dance, performed with eight
others, that originated from one of
China’s 55 minority groups, and
the second performance was a
duet that described two sisters lost
in the desert with only one canteen of water.
“I always look forward to [the
festival]” Chen said, adding that
this is her third year participating.
“I try to do something different
every year.”
For Evan Chase, a master’s
student in the Department of Education and UMaine undergraduate
alumnus, this was his fourth year
participating in the festival. Chase

performed with the Capoeira
Club, playing the traditional,
one-stringed instrument called a
berimba while other club members played rounds of capoeira, a
mixture of dance and martial art
techniques.
“It’s a conversation of movements,” Chase said when asked to
describe the nature of capoeira.
The movements are not choreographed beforehand: Players
improvise, based on the tempo
provided by group musicians who
play instruments and sing.
“It’s all capoeira — it just
kind of naturally happens,” said
Chase.
Capoeira has its roots in Brazil,
where it was illegal until a capoeira
master convinced the government
to lift the ban on the sport in the
1930s. Since that time, capoeira
has spread across the globe.
“You play a game of capoeira,
and you’re all equal,” Chase said,
describing the appeal of the sport.
The event was sponsored by
the Office of International Programs, the International Student

Association, Student Government, Division of Student Affairs,
the Cultural Affairs/Distinguished
Lecture Series and Residents on
Campus. Students interested in
volunteering for Literacy Volunteers of Bangor should contact
Mary Lyon at marylyon@lvbangor.org.

Sergio Afonso • Staff Photographer

Moving fluidly and with care, two
international students dance a
tradaitional India dance at the
9th Annual International Dance
Festival.

doing ‘Spring Awakening,’ I
was instantly on board. It’s my
from A12
all-time favorite. That I get to
play Moritz is a bonus,” Rolstudent Hope Milne played the lins said. “Moritz is such an
part of Wendla, who in the sto- interesting character, with so
ry falls in love with Melchior.
many facets and problems. I
“I didn’t know the story never knew how lost someone
until I got cast.
can get trying
My mom actually
to find [how to
told me about it,”
play] a characMilne said.
ter.”
“People always
“I like it. It
Mikotowgo to see the
speaks about a
icz feels that
lot of issues that
big names, but I shows like this
don’t really get
are great for
guarantee that if UMaine and
talked
about,
which makes it
they saw [Spring should be more
interesting,” she Awakening], they widely publicontinued, refercized.
would say, ‘Wow
ring to the con“People altroversial subjects
ways go to see
this is great!’”
of homosexuality
the big names,
and abortion that
but I guaranTom Mikotowicz tee that if they
the play raises.
Theater professor saw
A highlight for
[Spring
many was the perAw a k e n i n g ] ,
formance of Garthey would say,
rett Rollins, who
‘Wow this is
received a number of acco- great!’”
lades from audience members
The smash-hit musical will
after the show. Rollins played be performed at 7:30 p.m. Feb.
Moritz, Melchior’s troubled 21-23, with 2 p.m. showings
friend.
on Feb. 17 and Feb. 24. Ad“When Tom [Mikotowicz] mission is $15 or free with a
called me and said we were student MaineCard.

Musical

Beer

from A12
Tim Gallon hopes to see Bad
Omen go on tap wherever Black
Bear Brewing Company beers
are served. But a sample at the
taproom, and perhaps a growler
to take home, should cure some
of those winter blues, or at least
make you feel lucky.
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Student Women’s Association Words dissected
readying for 13th ‘Monologues’ in latest New
Writing Series
By Lauren Reeves
Asst. News Editor

The Student Women’s Association will host their 13th
annual performance of “Vagina
Monologues,” which will be
held Feb. 21 and 22 at 7:30 p.m.
in 101 Neville Hall.
“Vagina Monologues” is an
episodic play written in 1996 by
Eve Ensler. The play was first
performed in New York City in
a small coffee shop and quickly
rose to popularity. It has been
translated into 48 languages and
performed in over 140 countries.
“The Vagina Monologues
[was] written by Eve Ensler who
based the play off of over 200 interviews with women about sex,
violence against women, and
their relationship experiences,”
Delany Guerino, fourth year
secondary education student, explained in an email.
Guerino is co-directing the
play with Shannon Brenner,
third year sociology student and
Kaiya Torrey, fourth year student
of ecology and environmental
sciences.
“This performance is meant
to celebrate female sexuality, as
well as raise awareness about violence against women,” Guerino
added.
“Each monologue is a dif-

ferent woman’s story. Some
monologues are funny, some are
serious and some have a certain
shock value to them,” Casey
Weed, third year journalism student and co-chair of SWA, wrote
in an email.
“I’m not personally performing. […] SWA members are in
the show as well, but you don’t
have to be in SWA to be in the
Monologues. We held open au-

and for others it may just be pure
entertainment,” Weed wrote.
“Either way, we’re getting the
message across, and that’s what
we’re aiming for,” Weed added.
The show will also serve as
a fundraiser and the proceeds
will be split between Mabel
Wadsworth Health Center, Rape
Response Services, Spruce Run
and V-Day — the last of which is
the campaign responsible for the

“The play itself raises awareness
about female experiences and
emphasizing female empowerment.”
Casey Weed
Co-chair, Student Women’s Association
ditions in December,” Weed
wrote.
Guerino said there will be a
small cast this year, with only 14
women in total to perform “The
Vagina Monologues.”
“The play itself raises awareness about female experiences
and emphasizing female empowerment,” Weed explained.
“The show typically attracts a
wide range of people from women to men to college students and
community members. For some
it’s about the purpose of the show

“Vagina Monologues.”
“Vagina Monologues” is
comprised of different monologues that cover different issues, featuring different ages and
backgrounds. According to playwright Eve Ensler’s website, the
female voices of the monologue
include a 6-year-old girl, a New
Yorker, a rape survivor and a
feminist, just to name a few.
Guerino reported this year she
will be performing “My Angry
Vagina,” a sketch about a Bosnian woman who was subjected

to rape camps.
“This event is important to me
because I think that female sexuality is still such a taboo subject
in our culture, when it shouldn’t
be,” Guerino wrote.
“I love putting on such a powerful production with women
who are passionate about the
same ideas that I am,” Guerino
added.
“Day one of rehearsal [you
are] surrounded by a group of
strangers and, by show time
[you] leave surrounded by a
group of friends. I have met the
strongest, most influential, beautiful friends from being in this
show for the past two years,”
Guerino wrote, reflecting on her
experience.
Guerino reported that is common for people to be nervous to
come to this show for the first
time because they aren’t sure
what to expect; however, she
urges “it is truly a worthwhile
experience.”
Inferring from the event’s success in the past, Weed suggests
buying tickets early because both
shows sold out last year.
SWA will be selling tickets in
the Union from Tuesday to Friday leading up to the event from
10 a.m. to 3 p.m. Tickets are $6
for students with Mainecard and
$8 for non-students.

Despite apparent hurdles,
music-making an accessible art
Column
The beautiful thing about art
is that it can come from anywhere. It can be inspired by nature or urban life. It can come
from a young dancer or an established painter. It’s the ultimate form
of expression, and
the best
part
is
that anybody can
do it.
F o r
me, music is the
u l t i m a t e How I Hear It
By Derrick
art form,
Rossignol
but unfortunately
it’s also
the one that’s hardest to participate in, if you don’t know what
you’re doing.
I’ve spent hours as an air
musician, fantasizing about
how great it would be if I could
actually do whatever I’m doing a poor imitation of. When I
discovered Brian Eno, Stars of
the Lid and other ambient artists, I realized that I could perhaps make music, even though
my only musical experience is
limited to playing the intro to
Neil Young’s “Heart of Gold”
on harmonica.
That may sound like a dismissal of ambient music, so let
me clarify: It’s easy to make music, but it’s hard to make good
music. This formula is true for

all art, but my suppressed desire
to be a musician forced me to
press on and see if I could make
music.
Early on, I learned that
it’s not easy. We’ve all fooled
around in GarageBand, slapping pre-recorded loops on top
of one another, but actually
composing something is a humbling experience.
This is why I started in ambient music: Because structure is
not as important as it is in other
genres, it’s consequently very
free. The genre purely about
emotion and creating a sense
of ease. It seemed like an easy
point of entry for me.
I started out at the desk in
my dorm room in 2011, recording real-world noises — including my trusty harmonica — and
sounds from virtual instruments
I found online, primarily using
Audacity — a great freeware
audio-editing program — to
stretch and explore them.
Audacity became a playground where I could see
what this would sound like if
I stretched it out, 20 times its
original length, and how that
would turn out if I lowered the
pitch 9,000 percent.
Because I approach music in an album-oriented way,
I released the products of this
endeavor as a self-titled album
under the name “We Will Be
Content,” available for free
download because — as if anybody would pay for that.
That album probably isn’t
any good, but making it was a
lot of fun. As such a huge fan

of music, it’s a strange and awesome feeling to know that of
all the albums ever released,
my rinky-dink effort is one of
them.
After my first album, I decided I wanted to make music
some more but better than before. I tried using tighter song
structures, straying away from
ambient style a little. I had attempted to use drum tracks
before, but I wasn’t comfortable enough with them until I
had experienced music making,
firsthand.
Since starting to make my
own music, I tended to listen to
other music differently. Now I
pick out individual elements and
see how they contribute to the
song as a whole. In addition to
making me a more savvy music
fan, it helped me better understand the songwriting process.
I released my second set of
songs in May 2012, as an album called “Before.” Again, it’s
probably not that good, but it’s a
lot better than my first. I strayed
slightly away from the free environment of Audacity and into
the structure of GarageBand. After listening to Youth Lagoon’s
debut album a thousand times, I
picked up on its simple percussion and used what I learned on
a song called “Power.”
Working in GarageBand gave
me an even deeper understanding of songwriting. I learned
about tempo and staying in key
and a bunch of other good stuff.
It turns out that making music,
even if you have no idea what
you’re doing, is a great way to
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The University of Maine School of Performing Arts Jazz Combo performed Friday in Minskey Hall.

@themainecampus

learn more about it. That seems
obvious, but you don’t realize
it until you actually get your
hands dirty.
Now, I’m working on a
new set of music that is even
more advanced than what I’ve
already done — primarily 5-7
minute post-rock-rooted electronic songs. I changed my
name from “We Will Be Content” -- because it was an awful
name -- to “Aroostook,” as a
tribute to where I’m from. I’ve
also upgraded from GarageBand to Logic Pro, a higher
level digital audio workstation.
Now I’m learning more about
mixing music, frequency distribution and the power equalization.
This might sound like a giant plug for my not-so-great
music, but what I’m hoping
is that sharing my experience
of getting into creating music
makes it less scary for non-musicians, like myself.
There are thousands and
thousands of untrained painters out there, and I’m sure they
were apprehensive when they
started, with the concern that
they were wasting their time
and that nothing good would
come out of it. At the end of the
day, art is created, because the
artists enjoy doing it.
My advice, start making music. Look up tips online, listen
to music you already love more
closely and start playing with
sound. You might even end up
creating something good. After all, art can come from anywhere.

explained in his lecture for
Honors 180: A Cultural Odyssey.
“I see language as people,”
The University of Maine
New Writing Series com- he continued.
White began with a poem
menced its spring program
Thursday, Feb. 13, welcom- from “Bone Light” titled “To
ing poet Orlando White for a See Letters,” which was autospecial evening reading. The biographical in many respects.
event was cosponsored by the In the poem, White recounts
experiences with his stepfaHonors College.
The New Writing Series ther, who was physically abubegan in the fall of 1999. The sive.
“I remember the shape of
program has since hosted more
than 100 readings by poetry his fist,” the poem read.
White’s stepfather pushed
and fiction writers. It is cosponsored by the English Depart- the English language on him
ment and the National Poetry when he was a child. When
Foundation, drawing financial White failed to learn English,
support from the Lloyd H. El- his stepfather would grow
liott fund and grants from the frustrated.
As White continued through
UMaine Cultural Affairs Committee. The series has devel- his poems, the audience began
to see how he
oped to explore
perceived lancontemporary
guage as people.
work in poetry,
In a poem titled
prose, translation
“i-j” White deand the new media. Emphasis is “When I speak my picted the letters as a man
placed on fresh,
own language,
and woman, reunusual or nespectively. The
I feel selfless. I
glected writing.
hyphen repre“It is our atsee language
sented the two,
tempt to keep
as people.”
holding hands.
Orono in the
“Ars Poetiloop,” said Steve
Evans, professor
Orlando White ca” was White’s
of English and
Poet take on Horace’s
work, by the
director of the
same title.
New Writing Se“Writing
a
ries.
poem about poWhite
is
etry, by a poet,”
originally from
is how White
Tólikan, Ariz.,
and is Diné [Navajo] of the described his intentions. The
Naaneesht’ézhi Tábaahí [Zuni audience’s collective chuckle
Water’s Edge Clan]. He holds at this was met with a soft
a Bachelor of Fine Arts in cre- smile from White.
“Part of my second book
ative writing from the Institute
of American Indian Arts and explores letters even more,”
a Master of Fine Arts from White said, as he continued
Brown University. White cur- into the second portion of his
rently teaches at Diné College reading.
He began with a poem titled
in Arizona.
His poems, which explore “A” and showed the audience
English as a dehumanizing how the uppercase letter, when
language to native people, turned upside down, resembled
have appeared in various pub- an ox’s head.
After sharing poems titled
lications, including The Kenyon Review and Salt Hill Jour- “E” and “O” with the audience,
nal. He is the author of “Bone he concluded his presentation.
“The alphabet, to me, is anLight,” a collection of poetry.
On Thursday, he read from this other whole culture in itself,”
collection, as well as from his he said.
A Q-and-A session folfuture publication, “Letterrs.”
White began his reading by lowed his reading, and he was
thanking those who played a met with great enthusiasm by
part in bringing him to Maine. the audience.
The next New Writing SeHe then introduced himself in
his native tongue, which he ries reading is scheduled for
described as a “very physi- Feb. 28 in Soderberg Auditorical language” during an ear- um in Jenness Hall. The series
lier presentation to an honors will continue throughout the
spring semester, welcoming
class.
“When I speak my own lan- various writers from all walks
guage, I feel selfless,” White of life.

By Shelby Hartin
Copy Editor
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International Dance Festival returns for
ninth year in Collins Center for the Arts

Students representing the different parts of Africa dance during the 9th annual International Dance Festival Saturday afternoon in the Collins Center for the Arts.

By Ethan Trembley
Fot The Maine Campus

On Saturday, the ninth annual
International Dance Festival took
place at the Collins Center for
the Arts with two shows, featuring University of Maine students,
alumni and community members.
The festival included individual routines and group dances
from countries, including China,

India, Brazil and Iran. The dances
were varied, from from a rollicking “Remix Latino” to an elegant
interpretation of “Vietnam, Our
Homeland.”
“We really try to bring a slice
of the whole world to UMaine,”
Jessica Bishop, academic resource
specialist and International Dance
Festival coordinator, said of the
event.
When describing the event,

Bishop, who said this was her
eighth year involved with the
festival, stressed the importance
of the collaborative effort that is
required to organize the festival
each year.
According to Bishop, the International Dance Festival is the
largest international event of the
spring semester. Since its modest
beginning in 2005, the event has
outgrown its original performance

space in Minsky Recital Hall, now
requiring two shows in the much
larger Collins Center in order to
meet audience demand.
For its second year, the International Dance Festival benefited
Literacy Volunteers of Bangor, a
nonprofit organization that connects adults who seek to improve
their literacy with volunteer tutors
who work with them to achieve
their goals. Mary Marin Lyon,

Sergio Afonso • Staff Photographer

the nonprofit’s executive director, said the Bangor organization
maintains affiliations with the
Office of International Programs
and the Intensive English Institute
in order to connect volunteers on
campus with students seeking literacy assistance.
“International students get to
learn the language, while [volunteers] get to learn about the
world,” Lyon said.

Literacy Volunteers of Bangor
members were on hand to usher
and collect donations during the
event.
In addition, local author and
businesswoman Christine Chou
was available to sign copies of her
self-published book, “A Chinese
Woman’s Thoughts on American
Culture.” Proceeds from the book
See Dance on A10

Local brewery
Great ‘Spring Awakening’
celebrates latest performance given by students
sudsy creation
By Cameron Paquette

Special to The Maine Campus

Column
Bad Omens mean good things
for Tim Gallon, head brewer of
Black Bear Brewing Company.
On Wednesday, Feb. 13, 2013
— at 7:13 p.m. — Galloncelebrated the release of Bad Omen
Black IPA,
the brewery’s newest
brew, with
live music
by guitarist
Eric Green,
special
deals and
thirsty atThe Hop
tendees.
Report
Brewed
By Ezra
in the style
Juskewitch
of American
Black Ale —
also known as Cascadian Dark
Ale, depending on geography
and preference — Bad Omen is
a dark colored beer with a light
body and pronounced cascade

Christie Edwards • MEC

Tim Gallon, brewmaster and
bartender, at the Black Bear
Brewery displays varieties of
beer available.

hop finish. The addition of dark
roasted malts gives the beer a
hint of coffee and dark chocolate notes, but the roasted notes
are lighter and more up front.
Generous helpings of American hops give it that noticeably
bitter, IPA-like finish. With an
alcohol content of 7.7 percent
by volume, Bad Omen isn’t as
heavy as a porter or stout, but
can live up to its name if some
caution isn’t exercised.
“Anyone who ordered one
had to try another one,” Gallon
said.
Blues riffs and standards
were supplied by slide guitarist
Eric Green, who played solo, at
one point even modifying the
lyrics of a song to “Bad Omen
Blues” to reflect the special
event.
In regard to dark, hoppy
beers, a debate continues to
flare up among beer aficionados
about the true origins of the style
of Black IPA. On this side of the
Atlantic, the credit is often given to pioneering American microbrewers. Back in the United
Kingdom, old ale recipes are often referenced as the source of
this remarkably versatile beer.
In either case, because it
blends and balances the bitterness of hops and the dark flavors
of roasted barley so well, American Black Ales have become
popular in breweries across the
country. They pair well with
a variety of foods, from spicy
to savory. Several enterprising patrons came up with their
own pairings Wednesday night,
by ordering takeout from The
Family Dog to enjoy with their
pints.
See Beer on A10

The rendition of “Spring
Awakening,” performed by
students in the University of
Maine School of Performing
Arts, brought thunderous applause from the crowd gathered
at Hauck Auditorium for its debut last Friday night. Audience
members laughed and cried as
they experienced the story’s
emotional roller coaster ride.
“Spring Awakening” is a
Broadway musical based off
of a German play by the same
name, which was written in
1891. The story takes place in
an overly conservative German

town in the 19th century and
depicts an adolescent couple
and their friends as they struggle to understand their developing sexual feelings while being
discouraged by their parents
and adults in the town. Melchior, one of the main characters of the play, summed it up
perfectly in one scene as being
a war on the “parentocracy of
education.”
In 2006, the play was turned
into a musical by Steven Sater
and Duncan Sheik, who added
contemporary rock and pop elements to reflect the attitudes
of the adolescents. This interpretation creates an interesting
dynamic. Traditional scenes,

with the vibe of 19th-century
Germany, are regularly interrupted by lively, well-choreographed performances that reflect the characters’ emotions.
This switch between old and
modern vibes is exceptionally
smooth, and the way everyone
on stage acts in unison as they
dance and sing is impressive.
“Spring Awakening” director Tom Mikotowicz, a professor of theatre at UMaine, relishes the opportunity to bring
the show to a new audience.
“[Spring Awakening] is
one of my favorites,” he said.
“When I heard it was available
to do, I grabbed it as soon as I
could.”

Spring Awakening, an award winning musical, performs in Hauck Auditorium this upcoming weekend.

Although the auditorium
seats 514, only three-fourths
of the auditorium was full on
opening night, Mikotowicz
feels that attendance will rise:
“We’ll be turning people away
next week. Word of mouth will
bring the crowds.”
Mikotowicz brought a host
of talented people together, including both undergraduate and
graduate students. After casting ran throughout November,
the group returned to begin rehearsals on Jan. 14, practicing
nearly every day until the first
performance.
First-year music education
See Musical on A10
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UMaine victorious
at Binghamton

Sports
NBA All-Star
Game		
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Liz Wood breaks career
high points scored in win
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is upon us
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17 UMaine records fall at AEC Championships
Black Bears swimming and diving teams rewrite school’s record book during 4-day conference invitational
Joe Sturzl

Sports Editor
The America East conference
swimming and diving championships came to the University of
Maine this week, and the home
team left it all in Wallace Pool
by setting three school records
on the first day of competition,
three more the second day, and
seven on the third day.
The first record to fall on day
one was the 400 freestyle relay
comprised of junior Lauren Dwyer, senior Carmen Linden, junior Shannon Bender, and senior
Kara Dubiel took home fourth
place with a time of 7 minutes,
34.46 seconds.
Freshman Taylor Sharp,
sophomore Naja Harvey, junior
Erica Smrcina, and senior Jenn
Trodden set the 200 freestyle relay school mark with a time of
1:43.91.

Both of those records were
only one year old, but the third
record of the day was one set 21
years ago. The men’s 200 freestyle relay comprised of freshman Matt England, junior Caleb Hoffman, sophomore Eric
Gaulin, and freshman Shane
Kinnon placed third in a time of
1:33.32.
Junior diver Kara Capossela,
who broke the school record for
the one- and three-meter dive,
placed third in the three meter
dive with a score of 264.25.
The men’s 800 meter freestyle team sophomore made up
of Ryan Fahey, junior Robbie
Bickford, sophomore David Vittori, and freshman Cameron Dwyer earned a second place finish
with a time of 6:56.86.
On day two, Harvey and
Bender broke individual records
while the women’s 200 yard
freestyle relay team broke their

own record they set the day before.
Harvey bested the school
record during the preliminary
round of the 50 yard freestyle
with a time of 23.71.
Bender broke an 8 year old
school record during the 500
yard freestyle. Finishing in a
time of 4:59.67, Bender placed
sixth overall in the event.
Harvey, Trodden, L. Dwyer
and sophomore Emily Buczkowski and placed third in the
200 yard freestyle final while
breaking the record in a time of
1:35.57.
Fahey won the 500 yard freestyle consolation in a time of
4:39.12, C. Dwyer won the 200
yard IM consolation and missed
the school record by 0.49 seconds
finishing in a time of 2:06.64,
and Trodden won the 50 yard
freestyle consolation in a time of
24.22 with Buczkowski placing

second with a time of 24.27.
The 200 yard freestyle relay
team of Kinnon, Gaulin, C. Dwyer and junior Joey Quinn placed
third with a time of 1:26.86.
The third day of competition brought delvered seven new
school records, with Harvey,
Bender, Buczkowski, England,
Smrcina, the women’s 400 meter medley relay team and the 33
year old men’s 400 yard medley
relay team record to take their
place in the record books.
Harvey came within 0.04 seconds of becoming the 100 yard
breaststroke conference champion and took home second place
by setting the school record with
a time of 1:02.94.
A sixth place finish for Buczkowski in a time of 57.92 in
the 100 yard backstroke earned
her another school record to her
See Simming on b4
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Junior diver Kara Capossela broke two school records during the
America East Conference Tournament.

BU beats UMaine in heartbreaking fashion
Joe Sturzl

Sports Editor
The tough-luck season for
the University of Maine men’s
ice hockey team continued this
weekend in a two-game series
with Boston University. With a
game-winning goal waved off
Friday night and an unlucky
bounce off a stanchion leading to a BU game winner with
3 seconds to play in overtime
Saturday night, the Black Bears
could not catch a break in their
pursuit of the final Hockey East
playoff spot.
Shore’s
game
winner
waved off in 3-3 tie
UMaine freshman forward
Devin Shore looked as though
he had a game-winning goal in
the third period, but the goal
was waved off after a review
determined that freshman forward Ryan Lomberg interfered
with Boston University freshman goaltender Matt O’Connor
as UMaine and BU tied 3-3.
“It was a crazy game. I really like how we fought back and

took the lead,” said UMaine
head coach Tim Whitehead.
“This game had a little bit of
everything -- the crowd was
into it, both goalies made great
saves, a lot of physical play - but I really just wish we had
two points.”
“There was a lot of contact
and traffic in front. A lot of
players were in the crease. It
was a judgment call and it was
nice to have this one go my
way,” O’Connor said.
After a relatively quiet start
of the game, BU went on the
offensive and put two goals
past UMaine junior goaltender
Martin Ouellette, 10 seconds
apart from each oher.
With 8:48 expired in the first
period, Terrier sophomore forward Evan Rodrigues assisted
junior forward Matt Nieto in
scoring his eighth goal of the
season to put BU up 1-0.
In the ensuing faceoff, the
Black Bears turned the puck
over in their own zone, and
BU wasted no time taking advantage of the stolen puck.

Haley Johnston • Photo Editor

Freshman forward Steve Swavely netted two goals in Friday’s 3-3
tie against Boston University.

BU sophomore forward Cason
Hohmann assisted senior forward Wade Megan to put the
Terriers up 2-0.
UMaine went on the power
play twice in the first period
and used their second opportunity to cut into the BU lead.
With 17:47 played in the first

period, BU freshman forward
Sam Kurker committed a hooking penalty to set up a 5-on-4.
Lomberg and sophomore forward Jake Rutt assisted freshman forward Steven Swavely
49 seconds later to put the
Black Bears to within one of
the Terriers.

BU freshman forward Matt
Lane’s tripping penalty at the
end of the period gave UMaine
a power-play opportunity to
start the second period, marking the opening of the Black
Bear’s offensive flood gates
and BU’s discipline problems.
Just over a minute into the
second period, Swavely scored
his second power-play goal of
the game after being assisted
by the team leaders in assists
and goals Shore and Joey Diamond, respectively, to tie the
game at two goals apiece.
Penalties on UMaine senior
defenseman Mark Nemec and
Kurker made the game a fouron-four matchup only a couple
of minutes after Swavely’s
goal, and Megan made it a
four-on-three advantage for the
Black Bears 4:53 into the second period after being called
for a roughing penalty that resulted in a double minor.
Diamond scored his 11th
goal of the season with Swavely, returning the favor with the
assist alongside Shore to put

the Black Bears up 3-2 5:27
into the second period.
“Their power-play goals,
we had different players break
down, but it was the same exact mistake made both times,”
Parker said.
After being out-shot 13-11
in the first period, UMaine allowed only 4 Terrier shots on
goal while recording 12 of their
own, most coming while on a
power play during one of four
BU penalties in the period.
After three unanswered
goals by the Black Bears, the
Terriers used a power-play goal
of their own to knot the game
up.
UMaine freshman forward
Bill Norman provided BU a
five on four advantage by being
called for slashing 6:13 into the
third period. Rodrigues tallied
his second goal assist of the
night alongside Nieto to help
freshman defenseman Ahti Oksanen score the equalizer.
Diamond and Shore looked
See Men’s Hockey on b4

UM men’s basketball UM Men’s track Former
takes care of Hartford finishes 4th, Black Bear
women’s 6th joins NCAA
Charlie Merritt
Staff Reporter

University of Maine sophomore guard Justin Edwards and
sophomore forward Zarko Valijarevic each hit two 3s a piece
in the last 4 minutes of the game
before Edwards tipped the ball in
with 0.7 seconds remaining, giving UMaine the 66-64 win over
the University of Hartford on
Wednesday night at Alfond arena.
Hartford — 14-11 overall,7-5
in the conference — came into the
contest off a three-game winning
streak, which included an impressive victory at first place Stony
Brook University. The Hawks
won six straight against the Black
Bears. Sophomore forward Mark
Nwakamma was named America
East player of the week for the
third time, boasting a league best
18.7 points per game in America
East play.
The Black Bears didn’t care.
After Edwards sank two 3s
with just under 4 minutes remaining, Valijarevic got the hot hand,
hitting two 3s, only 43 seconds
apart, giving UMaine a 63-58 lead
with 57 seconds to play.
“Like I told them in a timeout,
the only thing you can control out
here is your effort and your execution, and I thought from that point
on we really did a good job of that
in the second half,” said UMaine
head coach Ted Woodward.
Hartford made a late push

Joe Sturzl

Sports Editor

Haley Johnston • Photo Editor

The University of Maine men’s basketball team made work of the
University of Hartford, winning 66-64 on Wednesday.

extending the game with fouls.
Sophomore Guard Wes Cole —
who finished the game with eight
points and two assists — drained
a 3 in the right corner before he
swished another one 18 seconds
later to tie the game at 64 with 30
seconds remaining.
The Black Bears gave the ball
to Edwards who drove hard into
the lane, but was stopped by a
Hartford defender.
“I was trying to drive, but he
stopped me,” Edwards said. “I
tried to just fake him and go into
him and get the foul, but the refs
didn’t call it.”
After Edwards’ shot missed,
UMaine senior center Mike Allison had a chance to tip-in, but the
ball bounced to the other side of

the rim where Edwards executed
the one-handed tip-in for the dramatic win. Hartford would be unable to get a good shot off with 0.7
seconds left allowing the Black
Bears to improve to 10-15 overall, 5-7 in America East play and
8-3 at home.
“It’s certainly a nice sign, seeing them grow up a little bit like
that tonight,” said Woodward
who has watched his team be on
the wrong end of buzzer-beaters,
twice this season in conference
play.
Edwards led the Black Bears
attack with 18 points, eight rebounds and five assists. Valijarevic chipped in 17 points on 6See Men’s B-Ball on b4

The University of Maine
men’s and women’s indoor track
team competed at the America
East conference championships
at the Reggie Lewis Track and
Athletic Center in Boston, Mass.
on Feb. 11-12. UMaine had top
performers in every aspect of the
sport, from distance running to
throwing.
Senior Corey Connor and junior Kelton Cullenberg led the
women’s and men’s distance
running corps, while juniors
James Reed and Allison Fereshetian led sprinters. Senior Justin
Gagne and sophomore Robyn
McFetters were the top performers among throwers.
The men’s team finished in
fourth place, with 126 points —
4 four points behind third place
University of Maryland Baltimore Country and 8.5 points behind second place Binghamton
University. The women’s team
finished in sixth place with 64.5
points. The University of Albany
swept the men’s and women’s
conference championships, with
the men scoring 231.5 points and
the women scoring 233.5 points.
On the first day, the men’s

lawsuit

team captured two first-place
finishes: one being Cullenberg’s
victory in the 5,000-meter run
and the other being a distance
medley relay team.
Cullenberg finished first
with a time of 14 minutes, 44.5
seconds, qualifying him for the
Intercollegiate Association of
Amateur Athletes of America,
IC4A, championships, and placing himself among the top-five
runners in school history for the
5,000-meter run. The distance
medley team of Cullenberg, junior Ryan Hardiman, freshman
Michael Tudor and junior Gregory O’Donnell captured first
place, with an IC4A qualifying
time of 10:50.
Gagne — the school record
holder for the shot put — captured the shot-put title with a
throw of 57 feet, 3 1/2 inches,
qualifying him for the IC4A
championships.
Junior Frank Del Duca placed
second in the long jump, with a
distance of 23 feet, 3 1/2 inches
— a time that qualifies him for
the IC4As and puts him in the
top-seven performers in school
history.
Reed, finishing with the best

Former University of Maine
men’s hockey player Kyle Solomon became the first hockey
player to join a class-action lawsuit claiming the NCAA didn’t
do enough to prevent concussions, according to the Portland
Press Herald.
The lawsuit contains three
other former student-athletes
who, like Solomon, suffered
career-ending concussions, according to the Press Herald:
former Eastern Illinois University football player Adrian
Arrington; former University
of Central Arkansas football
player Derek Owens and former
Ouachita Baptist University
women’s soccer player Angela
Palacios.
Solomon, 25, played hockey
for the Black Bears from 2008
to 2010. The Southampton, N.Y.
native detailed his concussion
history to The Maine Campus
in February 2012. Solomon said
that while he sustained a num-
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Women’s hockey swept by Northeastern
Jon Ouellette

For The Maine Campus
The University of Maine
women’s hockey team was stymied on senior weekend, losing
back-to-back games to Northeastern University.
Despite a strong performance
from the Black Bears throughout
the first 40 minutes, Northeastern sophomore forward Kendall
Coyne and junior forward Brittany Esposito each found the
back of the net twice to pace the
Huskies to a 5-2 victory over the
University of Maine Saturday
afternoon at Alfond Arena.
UMaine held a 31-23 shot
advantage on Saturday but could
not suppress the Northeastern
offense, who struck two goals
in the opening moments of the
third period before cementing
the win with their fifth goal of
the contest 4 minutes later.
“I gave them an earful after
the first period,” Northeastern
head coach Dave Flint said.
“I thought we came out slow.
[Maine] was playing extremely
hard. They outworked us all
over the ice. We were lucky we
weren’t down three or four to
one in the first [period].
“[The] third period has been
our best period this year,” he
continued. “I liked the way we
played in the third. I thought we
came out real slow but we got
better as the game went on.”
The Huskies followed up a
victory over No. 3 Boston University, beating No. 2 Boston
College on Tuesday for their
second straight Beanpot tournament crown -- 16th win overall.
In light of that, UMaine head
coach Maria Lewis said she
thought Saturday’s contest was
one of the better games her squad
had put together this season, regardless of the final result.
“Against a top opponent that
just came off of two wins against
BC and BU, it was probably one
of our more complete games,”
Lewis said. “We still have those
dips that teams capitalize on
when we do it and that’s still
what we need to get better at and
learn from and mature, but overall I think we had a chance tonight. We had some great looks
and some great opportunities.
We had a chance.”
Coyne broke the scoreless tie
with just under 10 minutes gone
in the opening period on a broken play in front of the Black
Bear crease. The sophomore
was able to put home a backhand
with her back to the net as she
fell to the ice to give the Huskies a 1-0 lead. Junior forwards
Katie MacSorley – the sister
of UMaine freshman defender
Kelsey MacSorley – and Claire
Santostefano were credited with
assists on Coyne’s first score of
the night.

The Black Bears would
equalize 6 minutes later, however, capitalizing on their puck
possession advantage.
The tying goal came on another scrum in front that was
set up by a centering pass from
UMaine senior forward Brittany
Dougherty. Junior forward Kayla Kaluzny put home her second
goal of the season after Northeastern sophomore goaltender
Chloe Desjardins had trouble locating the puck. Sophomore forward Jennifer More also earned
an assist on the tally that evened
the score at one apiece.
Desjardins would finish with
29 saves on 31 shots in the win
for the Huskies.
Dougherty and Kaluzny connected again to put the Black
Bears ahead with less than a
minute remaining before intermission. The senior found the
puck on her stick in the Northeastern zone and blew by a defender before dangling the puck
passed Desjardins for her teamleading 12th goal of the year.
The play tightened up in the
second period. UMaine enjoyed
the better of the even-strength
play and looked to get a boost
after killing off a pressure-filled
Huskies power play in the middle of the frame, but it could not
prevent Esposito from tying the
score at two with her first goal of
the game 13 minutes in.
The junior’s initial attempt
was blocked by traffic, but she
stayed with it. She recovered her

17 minutes remaining.
“It’s tough,” Lewis said
about Northeastern’s two quick
strikes. “It’s heartbreaking, really. But that’s hockey, and these
young players need to learn to
get through that.”
The Huskies capped the scoring 4 minutes later off of a centering pass from behind the net
by senior forward Rachel Llanes.
Coyne met the puck in front and
put home her second goal of the
game to bring the score to 5-2.
Senior forward Casey Pickett
also earned an assist on Coyne’s
league-leading 31st goal of the
season.
“She’s been unbelievable,”
Flint said of his star sophomore’s
play this season. “Every time
she’s on the ice something exciting can happen. We rely on her
a lot, sometimes I think a little
bit too much, but she always answers for us and she’s one of the
top players in the country, and
it’s exciting to coach her and to
watch her play.”
Smith was replaced by fellow senior goaltender Brittany
Ott after Coyne’s goal with
12:56 remaining in the contest.
Smith finished with 14 saves on
19 shots in the loss while Ott
stopped all four shots she faced
in relief for the Black Bears.
Huskies pummel Black
Bears on Senior Day
Coyne netted two goals for
Northeastern University to become the 22nd 100-point scorer

“It’s sad that it was my last home game.
But we still have more games to come,
so I just have to play my heart out.”
Brittany Dougherty
Senior forward
UMaine women’s hockey
shot behind the net and circled
the UMaine zone before driving to the slot to fire a wrister on
UMaine senior goaltender Kylie
Smith. Esposito was assisted by
junior defender Maggie DiMasi
and junior forward Kelly Wallace on the tally, making it 2-2
heading into the final 20 minutes
of play.
The first of Northeastern’s
three unanswered third period
goals came just 2 minutes in on
a deflection in front. Esposito’s
second goal was assisted by
freshman forward Paige Savage and freshman defender Tori
Hickel.
The second came just 20 seconds later after a timely rush by
the Huskies caught UMaine on
the wrong end of a two-on-one
opportunity. MacSorley kept the
puck on her stick and beat Smith
low on the glove side for the
unassisted score that put Northeastern up 4-2 with a little over

in program history as she paced
the No. 10 Huskies to a 7-2 win
over the Black Bears on Senior
Day in Alfond Arena Sunday afternoon.
UMaine honored its four
seniors after the game for their
contributions to the women’s
hockey program over the last
four years. Dougherty, Tinkler,
Ott and Smith shared smiles and
hugs with relatives and teammates after the game, despite the
tough loss.
“It’s sad that it was my last
home game,” Dougherty said,
“but we still have more games
to come, so I just have to play
my heart out there leave it all on
the ice.”
The Black Bears — 5-22-3
on the season, 2-15-2 in Hockey
East — are now locked in to the
seventh playoff seed and will
play either Boston College or
Boston University in the first
round of the Hockey East tour-

UM Women’s basketball
picks up 3rd win of year
Joe Duball

For The Maine Campus
After enduring another
treacherous losing streak, the
University of Maine women’s
basketball team jumped back in
the win column, with a 74-68
victory over Binghamton University on Saturday at Binghamton’s Events Center.
UMaine jumped out to an early 9-4 lead after freshman guard
Liz Wood tallied six points, and
freshman guard Lauren Bodine
added three of her own in the
opening minutes of the game.
The Bearcats would not be outdone, as they came back with
a 16-5 run to take a 20-14 lead
with 12 minutes remaining in
the opening half.
Wood took matters into her
own hands by reeling off eight
points straight to help the Black
Bears even the score at 22-22
with just over 9 minutes remaining. The UMaine offense caught
on quickly after Wood’s run and
went on a 9-2 run over the next 5
minutes. The run was capped by
a deep 3-pointer from freshman
guard Brittany Wells to give the
Black Bears a 31-27 lead.
Binghamton mounted another comeback towards the end
of the half, as the Bearcats got
within one at 31-30. UMaine
was able to end the Bearcats’
momentum with a 7-3 run to
close the half with a score of
38-33.

The Bearcats continued
to keep the Black Bears from
running away with things in
the second half, as they cut
UMaine leads down to 38-37
and 45-43. The Bearcats’ rallies were cut short though, as
a tough layup from Wood and
a Bodine 3-pointer extended
the UMaine lead to 50-43, with
less than 13 minutes to play.
UMaine kept playing a catand-mouse game with Binghamton, as the Black Bears
would relinquish their sizable
lead and then regain it minutes
later. The Bearcats chiseled
the lead down to 53-51, but
UMaine answered with a quick
jumper from freshman guard
Sophie Weckstrom, and freshman forward Mikaela Gustafsson added a layup and a free
throw to extend the lead back
out to seven.
Binghamton would once
again close in on the Black
Bears by cutting the lead to
65-61 with just over a minute
to play. That’s the closest the
Bearcats would get as UMaine
converted from the free-throw
line down the stretch to hold
the lead and close out the 7468 victory.
The Black Bears were
powered by freshman guard
Liz Wood’s 22 points and 13
rebounds, both career highs.
Gustafsson added 12 points
for UMaine, while Weckstom
chipped in 11 points.

Sophomore guard Jabriell
Swain led the Bearcats with
15 points and 14 rebounds,
with sophomore guard Sherae
Swinson producing 11 points
and senior forward Kara Elofson notching 10 points.
The Black Bears grab the
victory after dropping four
straight, including an 82-56
loss earlier in the week to
Hartford.
Hartford went on runs of
12-2 and 9-0 to run their lead
out to 22 with 4 minutes remaining in the opening half.
The Hawks took a 40-21 lead
due in part to 12 second chance
points.
The Black Bears tried to
keep things in striking distance
but the Hawks overwhelmed
UMaine, especially from behind the arc. Hartford stifled
the Black Bears by shooting
48 percent from 3-point range
in the contest en route to the
82-56 victory.
The Hawks were led by
sophomore guard Amber Bepko’s 21 points, including five
3 pointers.
UMaine received 23 points
from junior guard Ashley Roberts, while Wood tallied 15
points and seven rebounds.
The Black Bears look to
keep up their winning ways
as the University of Vermont
rolls into Alfond Arena for a
conference tilt on Wednesday,
Feb. 20 at 7:30 p.m.

Haley Johnston • Photo Editor

University of Maine women’s hockey fell twice at home to Northeastern, losing on Senior Day 7-2.

nament following this weekend’s sweep at the hands of the
Huskies.
“We didn’t come out with
the same gusto we did [in game
one against Northeastern, a 5-2
loss],” Lewis said. “You can’t
do that against a good team. You
can’t do that against any team.
We have to make sure we don’t
get ahead of ourselves. We came
out and panicked a little bit, and
it hurt us.
“[Northeastern] played better [than they did on Saturday],”
she continued. “They came out
and played much better but at
the same time we didn’t bring
what we brought in the beginning of yesterday’s game.”
The Huskies — 18-10-2 overall, 10-7-1 in conference — enjoyed a 40-19 shot advantage on
Sunday on their way to completing the weekend sweep following their Beanpot championship
earlier in the week. Northeastern
now moves into third place in
the Hockey East standings with
the sweep.
Flint liked what he saw out
his team in the first period following their sluggish start in
game one the day before. The
Huskies dominated the puck
possession early on and used
that to jump out to 2-0 lead in
the opening frame.
“I liked our energy in the first
period,” he said. “We set the
tempo for the game, and when
we’re successful, that’s what
we’re doing. We were much better with our systems today: We
established our forecheck, we
stayed within what we were trying to do and it paid off for us.”
Northeastern junior defender
Sonia St. Martin began the scoring with just over 8 minutes gone
in the period off a centering pass
by Llanes. St. Martin wristed a
shot from the slot that beat Ott to
give the Huskies the first lead of
the game. Hickel also earned an
assist on St. Martin’s first tally

of the season.
The lead would be stretched
to two 3 minutes later, this time
on a net drive by sophomore defender Colleen Murphy to give
Northeastern the 2-0 advantage.
Wallace was credited with an assist on Murphy’s third goal of
the campaign.
Coyne extended her point
streak to 10 games with her first
goal of the contest a minute into
the second period on a breakaway chance to give the Huskies
a 3-0 lead. Savage was credited
with an assist on the play.
A UMaine penalty on junior
defender Kelly McDonald 7
minutes later gave Northeastern
another power-play chance that
did not go to waste.
Llanes tapped home a rebound after Ott failed to corral
the rebound after making the
initial save to extend the deficit
to four. Llanes’ 11th goal of the
year came off assists by Murphy
and Pickett.
The Black Bears managed to
end Desjardins’ shutout bid with
two goals in the third period despite being down 4-0 heading
into the final frame, but could
not keep the Huskies from finding the twine three times in the
last 20 minutes to cap the 7-2
victory.
“We don’t ever want to be
a team that’s known for giving
up, no matter how bad it gets,”
Lewis said. “It was good to get
those two goals in the third.
They were two pretty good goals
as well so that’s definitely really
important.”
Coyne made it 5-0 on her second goal of the night – and fourth
of the weekend – with just over
10 minutes remaining in regulation to become just the third
player in Northeastern women’s
hockey history to reach the 100point milestone in less than two
seasons.
The Black Bears responded
20 seconds later on a rebound

goal by freshman forward Rachel Bellio after Desjardins
failed to control a shot from the
point by McDonald. Tinkler also
earned a helper on Bellio’s second career goal that cut the deficit to four.
Wallace put the Huskies back
up by five, with a goal of her
own less than a minute later off
a backhanded attempt from the
slot. Hickel earned her second
assist of the game on Wallace’s
11th goal of the season that
brought the score to 6-1.
UMaine answered on the
power play with just over 5 minutes remaining on a bouncing
puck that took Desjardins out of
position. Freshman forward Abbey Cook made her way to the
front of the net and finished off
the play to make it 6-2. Junior
forward Missy Denk and sophomore defender Brittney Huneke
earned assists on Cook’s second
goal of the season.
Desjardins finished with 17
saves on Sunday on the way to
her 16th win this season and Ott
stopped 33 of the 40 shots she
faced in the loss for UMaine.
“The one thing about Maine
is they never give up,” Flint
said after the game. “They’ll always keep coming at you, and it
showed. When we went up 5-0
they came back and made it 51. We made it 6-1, they make it
6-2, so they’ll keep coming at
you. I told the girls they need to
learn to put the nail in the coffin
and put teams away. That’s what
good teams do.”
Esposito netted her third tally
of the weekend to finish off the
scoring. Santostefano earned the
assist on Esposito’s 10th goal of
the season that made it 7-2.
The Black Bears take to
the road as the faceoff against
archrival UNH in a two game set
Feb. 23-24 for their final regular
season matchups of the season.
Puck drop for both contests is
scheduled for 2 p.m.

UMaine Football
recruits for 2013
Charlie Merritt
Staff Reporter

During recruitment, coaches
look to take the best available
player and fill their team’s needs.
UMaine coaches work around the
clock to convince young men to
bring their talents to Orono.
The Black Bears lost three
excellent players to graduation —
Chris Howley, Garet Williamson
and Josh Spearin — so the focus
this offseason was to strengthen
the offensive line.
UMaine is bringing in 22 players who signed National Letters
of Intent, including four offensive lineman and four defensive
backs, with the hope of reloading
on talent.
“We are really pleased with
the class, and the work that went
into identifying the class by our
coaches was very well done,” said
head coach Jack Cosgrove.
The Black Bears also welcomed three tight ends, three
defensive linemen, two quarterbacks, a linebacker, a wide receiver, two defensive ends and a
place kicker. Fifteen of UMaine’s
most heavily recruited visited the
campus at the beginning of the
semester, and seven ended up
signing.
“Our players and coaches really did a great job of putting this
together. The unfortunate part is
we didn’t get all 15 of them, but
that’s how you are in coaching,
your’re greedy,” Cosgrove said.

Cosgrove reiterated that the
recruiting staff attacks the offseason with a strict plan. Rebuilding
the offensive line is the main concern, but no coach is going to pass
up available talent.
“You will, at times, invest in
somebody that isn’t an obvious
need, simply because they are
really good football players, and
you want to get them into your
program; but for the most part,
there is a method to everything
that is going on,” said Cosgrove.
Besides the losses at the offensive line, the Black Bears are
looking to replace a core of linebackers that lost two key contributors: Donte Dennis and Troy
Russell.
The Black Bears signed three
players from within the state, including defensive back Spencer
Carey of Fairfield; tight end Dakota Tarbox of Dayton; and Matt
Cosgrove, coach Cosgrove’s son,
who played wide receiver and
defensive back for Bangor High
School. Carey was the Pine Tree
Conference Player of the Year
and an All-State selection after
leading Lawrence High School to
back-to-back state titles.
There are many struggles to
recruiting in Maine, but the idea
of a close-knit group and the
beautiful Orono campus are two
easy selling points for UMaine
coaches.
“You got to get them to know
where we are. That’s the biggest
challenge,” Cosgrove said. “We

try to sell this being a true college campus: We sell the people
part of things, the state of Maine
and the characteristics that those
people have up here.”
Over the course of his coaching career, recruiting year in and
year out, coach Cosgrove and
his staff have developed ways to
find players, wherever they may
be. Utilizing players who may
not have been heavily recruited,
selling opportunity, or projecting
where someone will be in four
years is a very important skill for
UMaine coaches.
“Some of the guys weren’t
highly recruited by other Division I schools. Those are skills
we have developed here over the
course of time as we recruit, to be
able to really identify and project the growth of a young person
from maybe a high school quarterback to a college free safety.
Some of our best players over the
years have come about that way,”
said Cosgrove.
The most obvious example is
current tight end Justin Perillo.
Perillo was known for his ability
on the basketball court in high
school, but he has since developed into one of UMaine’s most
high-profile players.
In total, UMaine will add athletes from seven different states,
including six from Pennsylvania,
four from Massachusetts, three
from New York, three from New
Jersey, two from Connecticut and
one from Maryland.
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Baseball looks to get back to top of AEC
Joe Duball

For The Maine Campus
The northeast remains under the cold grip of winter, but
there are signs here in Orono that
spring is sitting in the on-deck
circle. With the winter sports season coming to a close in the next
couple of weeks, the University
of Maine baseball team will take
center stage with a rejuvenated
roster and aspirations to run the
table in America East in 2013.
“Our guys are hungry and
a pretty motivated bunch right
now,” said Black Bears coach
Steve Trimper. “We don’t have

that target on our back like we
did back in 2011, but that doesn’t
change our goal of winning the
conference tournament and getting to the NCAA tournament.”
UMaine is coming off an upand-down 2012 campaign where
the Black Bears went through
stretches of inconsistent play at
the beginning and end of the regular season, but they had a 14-game
winning streak in between that
helped them into the America East
tournament. The Black Bears got
hot in the tournament and made
it all the way to the conference
championship game where they
lost to top-seeded Stony Brook

File photo

The University of Maine baseball team looks to capitalize on a
strong end to last season.

in the decisive third game of the
series.
Last season’s early struggles
were fueled by injuries to three
pitchers in the first week of the
season, which left the Black Bears
shuffling their roster to fill the
voids. Trimper understands that
injuries are part of the game, but
feels this year’s squad is more
equipped to handle such situations.
“One of the keys for our team
this year is that we will have a lot
of positional depth and pitching
depth,” Trimper said. “Injuries are
inevitable, but the depth we have
this year will allow us to sustain a
little bit better.”
The depth the Black Bears have
accumulated is due in large part to
a strong recruiting class over the
last two years. With pitching at a
premium, Trimper went out and
recruited freshmen pitchers Jake
Marks, Burk Fitzpatrick, Charlie
Butler, and Logan Fullmer, all of
whom Trimper expects to have
an immediate impact on the ball
club. Trimper referred to the pack
of arms as “the most talented recruiting class” he’s ever had.
Junior pitcher Tommy Lawrence is another arm that Trimper
is especially excited about. After
redshirting last season, per NCAA
transfer rules, Lawrence enters the
season as a highly touted talent
who will be the ace of the Black

Bears staff this season.
“He is hands down the one
new guy that hasn’t had his name
in the box score that people are
definitely going to want to see,”
Trimper said. “He transferred
from Winthrop last year and had
to sit, but his name is guaranteed
to pop up in the newspaper every
week this year.”
In addition to the newcomers,
Trimper has a solid returning core
that is headlined by senior shortstop Mike Fransoso and junior
pitcher Shaun Coughlin.
Fransoso has been a key cog
for the Black Bears since joining the team in 2009. The senior
captain has hit .300 and played in
50 or more games in each of his
three seasons with UMaine. In his
final season with the Black Bears,
Fransoso hopes to contribute to
his team’s success again this year
through all aspects of his game.
“I just want to continue to be
a leader out there and help show
these younger guys how to do all
the little things right,” Fransoso
said. “The goals for me remain
the same as years past. I just want
to get on base, cause some havoc
and have these guys drive me in
so we can score and win some ball
games.”
Coughlin is coming off a
sophomore campaign that earned
him an America East First Team
selection. The junior right hand-

er appeared in 17 games for the
Black Bears in 2012 notching
four wins with a respectable 3.98
ERA and 51 strikeouts. Coughlin,
who threw 82 innings last year,
was pleased to see the additions to
the pitching staff and is excited to
share the workload.
“We depended on seven guys
last year off the mound and it’s
kind of hard to develop a staff
with so few arms,” Coughlin said.
“With so many new arms added to
the staff this year, it will be nice
to not having to rely on a small
group of guys.”
Other veterans that will be
looking to make contributions for
the Black Bears this year will be
sophomore infielder and outfielder
Scott Heath, junior infielder Alex
Calbick, junior outfielder Colin
Gay, junior catcher and designated hitter Fran Whitten and sophomore outfielder Sam Balzano.
While the perceived expectation will be for Fransoso, Coughlin and other veterans to take their
games to a new level, Trimper explains that’s not what he is looking
for.
“A team concept has got to
be put into place with these guys
where everybody is playing to
their potential,” Trimper said.
“We don’t want to put pressure on
just one or two guys, but instead
have each guy get five percent
better each week which makes us

40 percent better as a team.”
That team concept has been
implemented and been taken in
stride by players thus far. According to the players, the team
has been putting in the necessary
work while getting comfortable
with each other both on the field
and off.
“The older guys have been
really good for the younger guys
as role models and the younger
guys have been able to catch on to
things real quick here too,” Fransoso said.
“The team camaraderie is really good right now and we have
a talented group of young guy’s
right here that fit right in. Everything is that much more fun when
you’re getting along and we are
excited to get going,” Coughlin
added.
The Black Bears kicked off
their season over the weekend
with a four-game series against
the University of Auburn. The
Black Bears were swept in all four
games by the Tigers, but UMaine
did hold their own in the series, as
two of the games were decided by
just one run.
The Black Bears will look to
grab their first win of the season
this week when they head down
to Florida for a six-game road trip
against Stetson University, Feb.
21-23, and Florida A&M, Feb.
24-25.

LeBron, Heat should march into June’s NBA Finals
Column
The first half of the NBA season is over. With just about 30
games left to play, the playoffs
are
just
around the
corner.
There’s
not a huge
chase for
Eastern
Conference
teams to get
in the playBy Andrew
offs right
Stefanilo
now,
but
there is for
seeding. The Heat are ahead of
the Knicks by four games, there’s
only about one game each between seeds two through seven.
The Knicks, Pacers, Nets,
Bulls and Hawks are all about
a game apart. The Celtics have
the No. 7 seed right now and
are a game and a half behind the
Hawks. Lastly, the Bucks are in
eighth place — not far behind,
either.
Look at it this way, the Knicks
only have six more wins than the
Bucks. The East is so close that
any one of these teams can grab
seeds two through eight at this

point. Regardless of how close
the teams are in the East, I see
things staying right where they
are.
The Heat will inevitably grab
the first seed with the Knicks right
behind them. I do think the Pacers could end the season ahead of
the Knicks, but they’ll both end
at seeds two and three. The Nets
will also stay at the four seed, I
see changes after that.
The Celtics are hot as of late
and could finish ahead of the
Hawks, for the No. 6 seed, if they
keep it up. They could even beat
the Bulls out for the fifth seed,
which would be ideal for them if
they want to make a playoff run.
However, I think the season
will end with the Bulls in seed
No. 5, the Celtics in seed No. 6,
the Hawks in seed No. 7 and the
Bucks in seed No. 8.
The 76ers are the only team
in the East right now that could
battle with the Bucks for a No.
8 seed. They’re still four games
behind Milwaukee right now, and
I really don’t see them coming
back unless they catch fire.
If this plays out as I’ve said,
the playoff matchups will go as
follows: Heat vs. Bucks, Knicks
vs. Hawks, Pacers vs. Celtics and

Nets vs. Bulls.
The Heat will beat the Bucks
in four games, advancing to
play either the Bulls or Nets.
This is where things get tricky. I
wouldn’t be surprised if the Bulls
beat the Nets, but it will go six or
seven games either way. I suspect
the Nets will squeeze by.
The Celtics’ experience is
an advantage over the Pacers,
but after last year, I think Indiana will advance. If the Celtics
makes quality changes in the next
few days then maybe things will
change. But as of right now the
Pacers will win in seven. The
other matchup has the Knicks
playing the Hawks where I have
the Knicks, winning 4-1.
The second round puts the
Heat against the Nets and the
Knicks against the Pacers. The
Heat will beat the Nets, either 4-1
or 4-2, while the Pacers take the
Knicks to seven games before
losing. This puts the Heat against
the Knicks in the Eastern Conference Finals.
This series goes six games,
with too much LeBron for New
York to handle. Carmelo will undoubtedly carry the Knicks and
have a solid series, but it will not
be enough to beat the Heat.

Over in the West, there’s a
more significant differential between teams battling for playoff
spots. The Spurs and Thunder will
grab the first two seeds. Whether
the Thunder will come back and
beat the Spurs out for No. 1 is still
up for grabs. I’ll leave the Spurs
at No. 1 with the Thunder close
behind.
The Clippers will stay where
they are at No. 3, while the Grizzlies will slide from No. 4 to No.
5. The Nuggets will pass them and
take the No. 4 seed. The Warriors
will stay where they are at sixth
seed, and the Jazz will maintain
their spot at No. 7.
The Rockets have the last seed
in the West. If the Lakers can go
on another run, I think they can
barely grab the No. 8 seed. Unless the Lakers come together,
play through injuries and make
some changes, the Rockets will
make the playoffs.
This puts the Spurs vs. Rockets, Thunder vs. Jazz, Clippers vs.
Warriors and Nuggets vs. Grizzlies.
The Spurs and Thunder will
likely sweep their opponents, but
Harden will probably have some
solid games for the Rockets so
they might snag one.

Although I like how the Clippers have performed this year,
I think the Warriors could give
them a run. The Clippers will still
pull it out in six games though.
Lastly, the Nuggets play the
Grizzlies. I think the Nuggets will
pull it out in six or seven games.
I originally had the Grizzlies surprising teams and going far, but
getting rid of Rudy Gay was a
mistake on their part.
The second round has the
Spurs against the Nuggets and
the Thunder against the Clippers.
Because of the Spurs’ struggles
in the playoffs over the past few
years, I think the youth of the
Nuggets could pose a problem for
them. Denver could pull an upset
in six games.
The other matchup arguably will be one of the best in
the whole playoffs. Depending
on what the Clippers do before
the trade deadline, I predict the
Thunder beating them in seven
games.
This puts the Western Conference Finals game between the
Thunder and the Nuggets. The
Nuggets impressive run will stop
in the conference finals with a 41 series loss, maybe they’ll grab
two games. The Nuggets lack a

true star, which will come back
to haunt them unless they make a
move before the trade deadline.
This makes the 2013 NBA Finals a repeat of last year between
the Thunder and Heat. However,
this year will be slightly different.
As much as it pains me to say this
— being a Celtics fan — I see
the Heat repeating as champions.
LeBron is playing on an entirely
different level right now, arguably the best basketball he’s ever
played.
Last year you could say that
Durant was still right behind LeBron, making a case that they were
both on a different level. But this
year, LeBron is leaving everyone
behind; Durant is no exception,
despite him having another great
year. And with a healthy Dwayne
Wade, this adds more steals and
transition buckets between the
two.
The difference I see in this
years finals is that the Thunder
grab a game or two more than
last year. It won’t be a 4-1 series
this time. The Thunder definitely
win two games, at least, maybe
sending it to seven. However,
LeBron and company will prove
to be too much again this year
and earn the hardware.

Jordan is best NBA
will ever come across
Column
Yesterday was the 50th birthday of NBA legend Michael
Jordan. ESPN had constant coverage and career highlights leading up to Jordan’s big day, and
the publicity surrounding
the
stars’50th
birthday
stirred a lot
of questions
in
sports
media.
Is LeBBy Jacob
ron James
Posik
better than
Michael
Jordan? Is Kobe Bryant better
than Michael Jordan?
Let me be clear when I say
this: Nobody is better than Michael Jordan, and no one ever
will be.
Jordan is the poster child of
the NBA, a globally renowned
superstar and arguably the greatest athlete our country has ever
seen. People who don’t know or
follow the game of basketball
know who Michael Jordan is.
That can’t be said about figureheads in other sports. No other
professional athlete in American sports — except maybe
Muhammad Ali — has left
such an iconic imprint on our
society. On top of that, his ca-

reer achievements can’t be duplicated by another player.
His career is highlighted
with six championship rings,
six NBA finals MVP awards,
and five regular season MVP
awards. No other player in NBA
history, including LeBron and
Kobe, have this kind of hardware to show for their career.
It’s not only impressive that he
has won six championships, but
how he won them is even more
remarkable.
His first three rings came
three years in a row in the ’91,
’92 and ’93 seasons. Then he
left in his prime to play Major
League Baseball for the Chicago
White Sox. After his short-lived
minor league baseball career, he
came back to the NBA and won
three more consecutive titles in
’96, ’97 and ’98, averaging 33.5
points per game in his NBA finals career.
Now that he is retired from
play and is the current owner
of the Charlotte Bobcat’s franchise, Jordan is still closely related to the association. Players
in the league and fans all over
the world wear his Jordan brand
basketball shoes, clothing and
accessories. Everywhere around
the world, people are still trying
to be like Mike.
Because of LeBron’s most
recent stretch — scoring over
30 points per game, averaging at

least 60 percent shooting from
the field in six-straight games
— there is speculation whether
James is as good as Jordan.
Kobe also received this hype,
crowning of his fifth championship back in 2010. Because both
Bryant and LeBron are great
basketball players, undoubtedly
the best two players in the league
today, their achievements are
often compared to and used in
the same sentence as what Michael Jordan has accomplished.
This has to stop.
Neither Kobe nor LeBron
has six championship rings, six
finals MVPs or five regular season MVPs. Neither player has
been named to the All-NBA first
team 10 times or the All-NBA
defensive team nine times. Neither have won 10 scoring titles
along with three steals titles.
Neither has the record for highest career regular season scoring
average. These are just some of
the accolades Jordan received
over the extent of his career.
Nothing Kobe or LeBron do
from this point forward in their
careers will amount to what
Jordan has already done for the
sport.
Michael Jordan has left his
mark not only on the NBA, but
our entire world. Even today,
at 50 years old, he’s still the
greatest basketball player on the
planet.

UNIVERSITY OF MAINE INTRAMURAL SPORTS
Floor Hockey Fraternity “A” Champions: Pi Kappa Alpha
UPCOMING EVENTS
Indoor Track Meet (Mens, Womens): February 20. Free For UMaine Students

TOTAL
377.5
278
227
193.5
180
145
95

SORORITY
Chi Omega
Alpha Omicron Pi
Pi Beta Phi
Delta Zeta
Alpha Phi
Phi Mu
Delta Phi Epsilon

B.C. KENT GREEK LIFE STANDINGS

TOTAL
635.5		
527		
522.5		
511		
381.5		
257.5		
202		
180		
175		
147.5		
135		
100		
90		
50		
35		

Fraternity
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Beta Theta Pi
Pi Kappa Alpha
Kappa Sigma
Phi Eta Kappa
Phi Gamma Delta
Alpha Gamma Rho
Phi Kappa Sigma
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Iota Nu Kappa
Alpha Tau Omega
Lamba Chi Alpha
Delta Tau Delta
Sigma Chi
Theta Chi

UMaine intramural sports
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start
as
Diamond
wasted no
time getting
to the puck
right out of
the faceoff,
stealing
the puck to
gain a wide
open lane to
the net. Maguire made
the
save,
but UMaine
kept
the
puck in the
offensive
zone and
fired
off
shot after
Haley Johnston • Photo Editor shot onto
Maguire.
The University of Maine men’s hockey team suffered a heart-breaking loss Saturday
night, falling to Boston University with 3 seconds left in overtime.
UMaine
enjoyed
I like the way we competed,”
said Parker. “I didn’t like the the momentum until freshman
from B1
penalties, especially in the sec- defenseman Ben Hutton was
ond period. But I will take the called for holding 6:08 into the
to team up once again late on in one point for sure. They played first period. The Terriers used
the third period when Diamond well. We took a step in the right the penalty to gain their own
passed off the puck to Shore direction, after almost shooting offensive momentum as the period wore on.
who was standing on the right ourselves in the foot.”
A BU penalty on freshside faceoff circle when he
BU steals one in OT after
man
defenseman Matt Grzelfired the puck past O’Connor 3rd period UMaine comecyk
16:13
into the first period
with under 7 minutes to play. back
provided
the
Black Bears a
After a review, the referees
UMaine scored three unanwaved off what would have swered goals in the third period great opportunity to score, as
been UMaine’s fourth power- to overcome a 4-1 deficit, but UMaine scored three powerplay goal of the night. It was Nieto scored the game win- play goals the night before
determined that Lomberg made ner with 3 seconds to play in against the Terriers.
With 17:10 expired in the
contact with O’Connor.
overtime, giving the Terriers
opening
period, Rutt passed
“That was tough. Our pow- a 5-4 victory. BU freshman
the
puck
off
to Diamond, who
er play was on all night. The goaltender Sean Maguire saved
took
the
initial
shot. Lomberg
goal went in, but I respect the 44 shots for the Terriers while
was waiting for the puck off the
decision. It will make the next Oullette saved 29 for UMaine.
one that much sweeter,” Shore
“It was an unbelievable rebound of Maguire’s pad and
said.
game for the crowd and TV. Ab- placed it in an opening to the
“I was just fighting to see solutely fabulous,” Parker said. net to put the Black Bears up
the puck. There was a bit of “Both goalies played well, both 1-0.
The Black Bears looked to
contact, and the ref will get a teams look a lot better. UMaine
take
advantage of another powlot of criticism for making the looks a lot better than they did
er
play
at the beginning of the
call. There was just a jersey in earlier in the year. We look a lot
my face, and I couldn’t see the better than we did last week. I second period after BU freshpuck,” O’Connor said.
thought after the first period man forward Mike Moran was
The score remained 3-3 last night we had our team sent to the box at the end of the
at the end of regulation as back. This win will really help first period. UMaine forward
almost extended the Black Bear
UMaine went into a scenario us out.”
they have seen time and time
“We battled back. Anytime lead by firing consecutive shots
again this year, falling behind they score and to go up three of the post, and BU killed the
early, catching up and not get- in the period, it shows so much penalty off without any more
ting a game winning goal.
about our team and our charac- close calls.
The Terriers scored the first
BU senior forward Ben ter,” Shore said. “Anything bad
of
their three goals of the peRosen came the closest to scor- that could happen to a hockey
riod
when they went on their
ing with 45 seconds to play in team has happened to us this
overtime, as the game ended in year and we still stuck tight. own power play after junior
a 3-3 tie.
We’re pretty proud of ourselves forward Jon Swavely was
caught hooking 11:06 into the
“I like the way we started, for coming back.”
I like the way we finished, and
This one got off to as fast second period.

Men’s Hockey

Track

60-meter hurdle time in preliminaries with a time of 8.18, ended
up in second place, with a time
of 8.01 seconds — a top-three
school mark. Reed also placed
fourth in the 60-meter dash, with
a time of 7 seconds.
Reed, Del Duca, and sophomores Jake Leithiser and Joseph
Viola comprised the 4x400-meter relay team that took home
second place with a time of 3:52
— a top-four school time and
IC4A qualifying time.
Junior Alexander Moser
placed third in the 1-mile run,
with a time of 4:13, and fourth in
the 1,000-meter run, with a time
of 2:30. Moser teamed up with

O’Donnell and juniors Logan
Nee and Liam Nee to take fifth
in the 4x800-meter relay, finishing with a time of 7:56.
Junior Nathaniel Meade
placed second in the triple jump,
with a top-five school mark of 47
feet, 11 3/4 inches.
Connor led the women’s team
by capturing the 5,000-meter
run title. Connor won in a time
of 16:24, qualifying her for the
Eastern Collegiate Athletic Conference championships.
McFetters placed second in
the weight throw, with a distance
of 53 feet, 2 3/4 inches — a distance good enough to place her
into the ECAC championships
and top-three school mark.
Fereteshian placed second in
the 60-meter hurdles with in a
time of 8.85 seconds. Fereteshi-

an, senior Mary Fagan, freshman Shannon O’Neil, and junior
Lauren Roush made up the sixth
place finishing 4x400 meter relay team that finished in 3 minutes and 38 seconds. O’Neil also
finished sixth overall in the 400
meter dash with a time of 58.53
seconds, a top 10 school mark.
The woman’s team beat
the University of New Hampshire on Feb. 16 by a score of
80-70. With a throw of 55 feet,
1 1/2 inches, McFetters beat
the school record in the weight
throw by 10 1/2 inches. With the
throw, McFetters qualifies for
the ECAC championships and
is the top throw in the America
East conference this season.
Freshman Jaclyn Masters
won the pole-vault with a second best in school history height

of 12 feet, 1 1/2 inches, while
Fereshetian won the 55-meter
hurdles in a top-three school
time of 8.24 seconds. Both performances earn Masters and
Fereshetian spots in the ECAC
championships.
O’Neil won the 400-meter
dash, with a time of 59.36 seconds, while junior Ashton Weiler
beat out teammate junior Rachel
Wilkinson in the 800-meter run
by 0.36 seconds to win, with a
time of 2:21.
Fagan, O’Neil, junior Jessica
McCarthy and junior Lauren
Roush took home first place in
the 4x400 meter relay, with a
time of 4:50.
The next stop for the men’s
and women’s track teams are the
New England Championships at
Boston University, Feb. 22-23.

won the event’s consolation final
with a time of 57.11
The women’s 400 meter
medley team comprised of Harvey, Buczkowski, Smrcina, and
Trodden set the school record
with a fifth place finish in a time
of 3:51.06. England, Gaulin,
Bickford, and junior Caleb Hoffman broke the 33 year old men’s
400 yard relay with a third place
finish in a time of 3:29.15.
Gaulin finished in fourth place
in the 100 yard butterfly with a
time of 50.47 while Fahey also
placed fourth in the 400 yard IM
in a time of 4:05.44.
On the final day of competi-

tion, UMaine continued their record breaking ways. Sophomore
Sergey Terrio broke a 35 year
old school record in the 200 yard
butterfly with a time of 1:53.01,
good enough for a fourth place
finish.
Harvey, Trodden, L. Dwyer,
and Buczkowski broke a school
record in the 400 yard freestyle
relay with a time of 3:28.51.
Bender broke the school record in the preliminary round of
the 200 yard backstroke in a time
of 2:04. 90, and finished with the
same time during the finals to
earn her a seventh place finish.
A trio of men’s swimmers

took fourth, sixth, and seventh
and eighth in the 1650 yard freestyle with Senior Yuri Chornobil
leading the way with a time of
16:23.69, followed by Bickford
finishing at 16:38.20, Vittori at
16:45.21 and junior Brent Williams in a time of 16:59.47.
England missed the school record in the 200 meter backstroke
by 0.40 seconds after placing
fifth with a time of 1:52.64.
The swimmers who qualified
for the Eastern College Athletic
Conference championships will
compete at Blodgett Pool at
Harvard University from March
1-3.

Lawsuit

points per game and 3.9 rebounds
per game, added 14 points.
“We want to make guys work
hard for the points that they get,”
Woodward said. “I thought all of
the guys did a good job on him
[Nwakamma] and made him
work extremely hard.”
The Black Bears also received
a welcomed spark from athletic
freshman guard Dimitry Coronel. Coronel filled in for senior
forward Jon McAllian, who was
out with a concussion, and Jon
Mesghna, who was out with the
flu. Coronel hasn’t played many
minutes this year, but the freshman took advantage of his time,
aggressively driving to the rim
and earning seven points in 17
minutes of play.
“That was huge,” Woodward said of the freshman’s play.

“There were a couple guys down,
but there are a lot of guys we have
confidence in.”
UMaine played its best basketball in the beginning of the second
half, forcing Hartford turnovers
— 13 for the game — and using
a methodic 9-1 run in the first 6
minutes to gain control of the
game.
The Black Bears shot 51.1
percent from the field and held
Hartford to 45.7 percent. UMaine
held its biggest advantage on the
glass, winning the rebound battle
32-21. The hot shooting down the
stretch propelled the Black Bears
to victory.
“They hit four 3s in the last 6
minutes of the game,” Hartford
head coach John Gallagher said.
“That’s 12 points in a two-point
game.”

The development of Valijarevic has been a welcomed success
for UMaine. The 6-foot-4-inch
sophomore guard from Serbia
has shown he has ice water in his
veins, making clutch after clutch
shot down the stretch and showing no nerves at the free-throw
line.
Valijarevic continued his
strong play Saturday, scoring a
career-high 25 points as the Black
Bears defeated Binghamton 6460, earning their third straight win.
Fraser added 10 points and 11 rebounds, while Edwards chipped
in 12 points, seven rebounds and
three assists in the win. The Black
Bears will look to continue their
strong play on Feb. 20 at the University of Vermont before returning home on Feb. 24 to play host
to Stony Brook University.

on how to recognize or report
head injuries.”
It wasn’t until Solomon saw
world-renowned
concussion
specialist Dr. Robert Cantu,
who helped make the decision
that Solomon should retire from
hockey.
“[Cantu] basically said another concussion could kill me,”
Solomon said in 2012.
In the complaint, it reads that
Solomon was cleared to play
two weeks after that collision in
practice, “despite the fact that
Solomon felt something was
wrong with him. He felt like a
different person. He noticed a
change in his personality, felt
depressed, and was disconnected with reality.”
The lawsuit is seeking
compensatory damages, “the
amount of which is to be determined at trial,” according to the
complaint.

from B1

Photo courtesy of Peter Beuhner

University of Maine thrower Justin Gagne had another standout
performance at the America East Championships, placing first in
the shot put.

Swimming
from B1

name.
England set the 100 yard
backstroke record twice during
the day, the first time during the
preliminary round and again in
the final round. England finished in a time of 51.42 during
the finals, placing him seventh.
During the preliminary round
of the 100 yard butterfly, Smrcina
broke the school record in a time
of 56.14. During the final round,
she finished in a time of 56.40,
earning her third place. Sharp

Men’s B-Ball
from B1

12 shooting, and junior forward
Alasdair Fraser added nine points,
three rebounds and three assists.
UMaine trailed 34-30 at halftime after Hartford hit five 3
pointers and forced nine UMaine
turnovers. The Black Bears responded with much better defense
in the second half, not allowing
the Hawks to get a field goal until
just under 12 minutes in the second half. Nwakamma finished
with a team-high 17 points and
eight rebounds on 7-15 shooting,
but the Black Bears did a good job
holding him in check and bumping him off of the block as much
as possible. Sophomore guard
Yolonzo Moore, who averages 10

Oksanen fired a slapshot man defenseman Ben Hutton backfired when Nemec went to
from the right side, where fresh- 15 seconds after the four on pass the puck forward and off
man forward Danny O’Regan four went into effect to bring the glass with under a minute to
picked up the rebound and tied UMaine to within two goals of play when the puck hit a stanchion and bounced sideways
the game at one goal apiece the Terriers.
With 7:22 expired in the onto the ice.
11:50 into the second period.
“Nemec carried it up, just
Five minutes later, Diamond final period, Rodrigues had
was speeding up the ice into the a breakaway with UMaine about to cross the blue line,
Black Bear offensive zone be- defenseman Mark Nemec in made the smart play of chipfore misfiring on a shot. Megan pursuit from behind. Nemec ping it up ahead and it hit the
and junior defenseman Garrett caught up with Rodrigues and stanchion,” Whitehead said.
“My assistant coach said we
Noonan passed the the loose hooked him from behind to
puck up to sophomore forward prevent a shot, sending Nemec got a horrible bounce off the
Cason Hohmann, and Hohmann to the box. Even short-handed, stanchion and it was going right
used his speed to get around the UMaine found a way to score to a Maine guy, but instead it
UMaine defense and in front of as forward Devin Shore made bounced right over his stick to
the net. Hohmann scooped the up for a no-call goal the night our guy and we went the other
puck up and over Ouellette into before by hitting in a pass from way,” Parker said.
Rodrigues took control of
the top of the net to extend the Conor Riley 8:35 into the third
period.
the puck. With all the Black
BU lead to 2-1.
“That felt really good. I Bears still in the offensive
With 14:30 gone in the second period, Jon Swavely had couldn’t sleep last night: The zone, he had a wide-open lane
his own chance at an open lane whole thing was just hanging to the goal with Nieto. Roon the right side toward the BU over my head, and I couldn’t drigues passed it off to Nieto
net, but his shot went wide left let it go. To put that one in felt on the two on zero and Nieto
really good,” Shore said.
netted the game-winning goal
across the crease.
UMaine’s offense stagnated with 3 seconds to play.
BU scored for the final time
“Yeah, Rodrigues made a rein the second period with 51 after Shore’s goal as BU’s deseconds to play, when Grezel- fense stepped up to try and ally good play, he moved it up.
cyk picked up a loose puck in prevent UMaine from tying the There was 8 seconds [left] and I
the UMaine defensive zone game. With under a minute left, was kind of scared we were goand hit a slap shot past Ouel- Whitehead pulled Ouellette to ing to run out of time, but Evan
lette unassisted, giving BU a try and give the Black Bears made a great play and I just had
one final push at scoring the to tuck it in,” Nieto said.
3-1 lead.
“It’s tough. We’re proud
“That third goal is the one I equalizer. Only 40 seconds reshould have had. It was a nice mained in the game when Shore of guys that they came back.
shot, but I have to make that and Rutt found a way to get the I’m just proud of the guys, it
save and I usually do, but those puck to forward Steven Swave- shows discipline, the persegoals are going to happen and ly to tie the game up to make it verance, and they have shown
I need to stay focused and stay the second overtime game in as it all year after the very tough
in the game. I knew these guys many nights between the Black start to the season,” Whitehead
said. “We’re proud
would
come
of them, what can
back,” Ouellette
“Anything bad that could happen to a
you say, the game
said.
D i a m o n d hockey team has happened to us this year.” is like life. Sometimes it takes some
went to the box
weird turns, but
with 18 seconds
Devin Shore you just have to get
left in the peFreshman forward back up and keep
riod to give BU
UMaine men’s hockey fighting, and that’s
a one-man advantage to start
what we’ll do.”
the final period,
“All that matand BU did not need very much Bears and Terriers.
ters now is making a playoff
time to capitalize on the opporThe Black Bear offense push. If we can sneak into the
tunity. Just over 1 minute in, went all out in the extra period, playoffs, I don’t know if we’d
O’Regan was assisted by Nieto keeping all players in the offen- want to play us, and that’s what
and Oksanen to put BU up 4-1. sive zone with nobody back in I’m trying to help us do,” Shore
UMaine freshman forward case of a turnover and rushing said.
Will Merchant and BU senior the puck up when a UMaine
UMaine falls to 8-16-6 on
forward Ryan Santana both player took control when they the year and is one point behind
were sent to the box within were on defense.
the University of Massachusetts
15 seconds of each other, set“I don’t know what the shots for the last spot in the Hockey
ting up a 4-on-4 with 3:45 ex- were in overtime but I felt like East playoffs. The Black Bears
pired in the third period. This we were back on our heels a will have an opportunity to take
is where the UMaine comeback little bit. I don’t know how the that spot from the Minutemen
began.
puck bounced out of the zone,” as they head to Amherst, Mass.
Diamond connected off a Parker said.
next weekend in a two-game
rebound from a shot by freshThis aggressive strategy series.

from B1

ber of concussions in game, it
was a hit in practice that ended
his career.
“It didn’t knock me unconscious but it gave me a concussion,” Solomon said of the hit in
2012. “It’s a really bad news hit.
When that happens, you know
something’s wrong. Nobody
should get a concussion that
easy.”
Solomon wasn’t available
for comment, but according to
the Press Herald, the lawsuit details Solomon’s issues while at
UMaine.
“Neither the coaching or [sic]
training staff ever addressed or
discussed concussions or concussion symptoms with him,”
the complaint reads. “He also
did not receive any information
from or on behalf of the NCAA
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Scores around
the conferences

Wed. Feb. 20
Men’s Basketball
@ Vermont, 7 p.m.
Women’s Basketball
vs. Vermont, 7:30 p.m.

Basketball
Stony Brook
Binghamton
Vermont
BU
UNH
UMBC
UMaine
Hartford
Stony Brook
Vermont
Albany
Hartford
UMaine
Binghamton
2/17 BU
UNH

2/12

2/13

2/15
2/16

73
47
59
64
92
86
66
64
65
48
75
49
64
60
68
56

Women
2/13

2/16

2/17

Vermont
BU
Hartford
UMaine
Binghamton
Stony Brook
UMBC
UNH
BU
UNH
Vermont
Stony Brook
Binghamton
UMaine
Albany
Hartford

Baseball
@ Stetson, 6:30 p.m.

Fri. Feb. 22

47
56
82
56
57
60
59
50
59
45
46
43
68
74
69
55

Men’s & Women’s Track
New England Championships @ BU
3 p.m.
Baseball
@ Stetson, 6:30 p.m.
Men’s Ice Hockey
@ Massachusetts, 7 p.m.

Hockey
Men

Harvard
BU
BC
Northeastern
UNH
Providence
UMass-Lowell
UMass
BU
UMaine
Vermont
Northeastern

2/11

2/13
2/15

7
4     
6
3
0
1
6
3
OT
3
3
2
1

2/15
2/16

2/17

BC
Merrimack
BU
UMaine
UMass-Lowell
UMass
Vermont
Northeastern
Merrimack
Providence
UNH
BC

1
2
5
4
3
2
3
1
2
2
4
4

OT
OT

OT
OT

Hockey
women
2/11
2/12
2/15
2/16

UConn
UNH
Harvard
BU
UNH
Providence
UConn
BC
Northeastern
UMaine
Vermont
BU

0
4
3
0
6
4
1
6
5
2
1
2

2/17

BC
UConn
UMaine
Northeastern
Providence
UNH
Vermont
BU

4
0
2
7
3
3
2
3

Upcoming Games

Men

Thur. Feb. 21

Sat. Feb. 23
Men’s & Women’s Track
New England Championships @ BU
3 p.m.
Men’s Ice Hockey
@ Massachusetts, 7 p.m.
Women’s Ice Hockey
@ UNH, 2 p.m.
Women’s Basketball
@ Stony Brook, 4 p.m.
Baseball
@ Stetson, 2 p.m.

Sun. Feb. 24
Baseball
@ Florida A&M, 1 & 3:30 p.m.
Men’s Basketball
vs. Stony Brook, 1 p.m.
Women’s Ice Hockey
@ UNH, 2 p.m.

Mon. Feb. 25
Baseball
@ Florida A&M, 12 p.m.

Tue. Feb. 27
Women’s Basketball
@ BU, 7 p.m.

OT

Fri. Mar. 1
Softball vs. Stephen F. Austin
@ Clearwater, Fla., 11 a.m.
USF Under Armour Invitational
Softball vs. Toledo
@ Clearwater, Fla., 1:15 p.m.
USF Under Armour Invitational

Suduko
Solution

Crossword
Solution

Men’s Ice Hockey
vs. Northeastern, 7 p.m. WABI

Sat. Mar. 2
Men’s Ice Hockey
vs. Northeastern, 7 p.m. WABI
Women’s Basketball
vs. UNH, 12 p.m.
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